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Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association



December 7, 2015

Mayor Hales and Commissioners Fish, Fritz, Novick, and Saltzman

City Hall

1221 SW 4th Ave

Portland, Oregon 97204



Dear Mayor Hales and Commissioners Fish, Fritz, Novick, and Saltzman:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed comprehensive plan.  I am sorry that the first speaker in the testimony on the new comprehensive plan would have had the job of bringing negative news to your attention.  Believe me, this was not a job I expected or wanted.  However, the process to date has violated the citizen involvement requirements of Policy and Objective 9.3 of the Comprehensive Plan, which remains in effect.  

[bookmark: _GoBack]The special target of this violation has been the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association (ENA).  On the specific topic of neighborhood-wide zoning, ENA has contributed far more detailed, factual evidence and information into the record, and produced more thoughtful comments by more neighbors, than any other neighborhood.  Nonetheless, as detailed below,  both the process and the outcome up to this point have favored other neighborhoods making similar requests (or even not having made a request at all), while Eastmoreland has been subjected to malign neglect at the best of times and misrepresentation and punishment for the rest.  We are not unique victims of the current process.  I have attached the Portland Neighborhood Coalition Directors and Chairs Group’s comments on community engagement in the current Comprehensive Plan process.[footnoteRef:1]

As a young intern at Legislative Research in the early 1970s, I worked on Senate Bill 100.  I can remember writing a report at the time recommending its many excellent features.  One important facet of Senate Bill 100 – now our comprehensive planning law – is the focus on public involvement.

Although I was not active in the 1980 plan, it represented a high point in public involvement with the mayor and senior planners visiting the neighborhoods and responding -- directly -- to issues raised in the plan; unlike the current process, a point by point record exists on issues as far down the ladder of importance.  [1:  Portland Neighborhood Coalition Directors and Chairs Group’s Comments Regarding Community Engagement, Neighborhood Coalition Leaders and Staff, December 10, 2015.] 


This has not been the case in the proposed plan.  As a replacement for public involvement, we have seen a great deal of public “process.”  However, public involvement is a two way street.  Public involvement does not involve either ignoring or disparaging valid planning efforts by neighborhoods and coalitions.  Sadly, this has been the case across the city -- and especially now in Eastmoreland.

Eastmoreland is an older neighborhood with older homes.  By design, the majority of lots west of 36th are larger than the current standards for R7.  Eastmoreland, for many years, has also included the homes between SE 36th and SE 39th.  Different portions have different characters.  For example, 65% of the lots north of SE Bybee and east of 36th are larger than R7.  South of Berkeley Park that proportion falls to 21%.

Eastmoreland is currently zoned R7 and R5.[footnoteRef:2]  Changes in the city zoning rules have changed the vast majority of the area to R2.5 in practice, since the original marketing divisions (aka "lot lines") have been redefined as buildable lots and our many corners in this neighborhood have also been in effect rezoned.  This recent change was undertaken without adequate notice or adequate public debate.  It has created a situation where Eastmoreland's homes are being picked off one by one, demolished and replaced by larger homes on significantly smaller lots. And this is just the start.

It should be understood that this is not "affordable housing".  In fact, it is the exact opposite as many affordable older homes are disappearing in favor of million dollar McMansions with minimal yards and minimal trees.  This is not hyperbole.  It is a fact of life in our neighborhood.  Anyone who claims that current practices in Eastmoreland are producing affordable housing is either disingenuous or dreaming.

Two years ago, I submitted a letter asking for the area to be downzoned to R7.  This would bring the minimum lot size back into balance with the existing use.[footnoteRef:3]  The letter was accepted and placed in the comprehensive plan process. [2:  One two lot corner is zoned R2.5.]  [3:  Request for Land Use Zone Change from R5 to R7 for areas within the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association Boundary, Robert McCullough, December 20, 2013.] 


The staff review indicated support of a portion of the proposal.[footnoteRef:4] We subsequently researched and developed a full blown analysis to justify all aspects of our request. [4:  Re: Request for Comprehensive Plan Map and Zoning Map Changes in Eastmoreland, Eric Enstrom, April 28, 2014.] 


The testimony and studies to support this were prepared by our land use committee with extensive planning experience and qualifications.  The proposal had been developed through public involvement -- true public involvement -- and was supported by the vast majority of the residents of Eastmoreland and adopted by the ENA Board of Directors.

At this point, our experience turned bitterly disappointing.  A summary of the neighborhood’s comments which thoroughly mischaracterized ENA’s proposal was distributed by city staff to the Planning and Sustainability Commission before the closing date for testimony and before they considered our testimony and studies.  The explanation, made to you last week, was that there was a scheduling problem.  The explanation is facile and fails to address the very real problems that ENA has been discussing with BPS staff for three years. It appears that Eastmoreland has been singled out for punishment.  The whys and wherefores are difficult to understand.  We have submitted an Oregon Public Records request to the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability in order to discover what happened; we will pursue that request to the full extent of the law.  Weeks have now passed, but we have not received a substantive response.

Even more incomprehensible is the derisive treatment the neighborhood received, not only in the staff summary of ENA’s issues, but in the nature of the presentation of those issues to the PSC.  The great number of comments addressing the change was noted in the planning staff's preemptive report, but the overwhelming support of ENA’s proposal was dismissed by staff.  Instead, staff engaged in an exercise in false equivalency by giving equal emphasis to the negative comments (some irrelevant) received in opposition to ENA’s proposal from 10 percent of the respondents.  Proponent comments were also dismissed on the basis that “Eastmoreland residents submitted testimony supporting the proposal on the assumption that it would slow the rate of neighborhood change,”[footnoteRef:5]   Given the expertise of the participants, the professional quality of the materials submitted, and the offhand level disrespect, this comment was viewed as insulting.  Not surprisingly, we objected at that time, provided further rebuttal testimony, and posed a number of material questions that we hoped would be presented to the PSC for the purposes of discussion and to address the concerns we raised. [5:  Memo to the Planning and Sustainability Commission, Deborah Stein, February 25, 2014, page 19.] 


The discussion of Eastmoreland was carried over to a second work session. In that session, staff spent most of the time talking about other, selected parts of the city that they felt should be downzoned for a variety of reasons.  At the same time, they isolated Eastmoreland as a special case on the basis that there was supposedly a mix of lot sizes that supposedly disqualified it from being a pure R7. However, there is nothing in the code that talks about pure or mixed communities, but rather about the prevailing lot pattern, density, and lot standards.  Staff muddled this information by basing its analysis on lot size by block to highlight certain variations, while failing to address the criteria in the code. Despite the extensive discussion of the criteria and detailed analysis provided by Eastmoreland, staff chose to ignore ENA’s arguments entirely.  It failed to present, highlight, or refer to ENA’s testimony.  In an apparent state of confusion, staff was unable to answer the questions of impacts or to justify its efforts at segmentation of the neighborhood. Then, staff claimed that the change advocated by ENA would have little impact on the neighborhood and no significant impact on density.[footnoteRef:6]  A central theme was that Eastmoreland’s concerns might best be handled in an as yet unannounced process that would be “half done” this fall, whatever--if anything--that means.[footnoteRef:7] [6:  “Eastmoreland and Portsmouth changes have no projected impact on development capacity because there is very little vacant and underutilized land within these two areas.”  Memo to the Planning and Sustainability Commission from Deborah Stein, February 25, 2014, page 19.]  [7:  PORTLAND PLANNING and SUSTAINABILITY COMMISSION FOR THE COUNTY OF MULTNOMAH, Portland, Oregon
Tuesday, May 12, 2015 at 12:30 p.m., RE: COOMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE, page 28.] 


The meeting of the Planning and Sustainability Commission was well attended by interested parties from the neighborhood.  By the rules of the Commission, we were not allowed to participate, but had been assured that the staff would present our testimony and studies in a positive fashion.  This commitment was not honored by any stretch of the imagination.  

I have attached a transcript of the meeting in question.  At page 5, you will see that Ms. Stein commenced lobbying against the change in zoning.[footnoteRef:8]  A central theme was that while other parts of the city should be rezoned, Eastmoreland should be treated differently.  On page 17, Ms. Stein finally concludes:  “And with respect to Eastmoreland, we would recommend that you consider these options. One would be to retain the R5 and address the issues through code, or we would recommend that you would look at down designating the area within the existing Eastmoreland plan district from R5 to R7.”[footnoteRef:9]  The PSC members were either left confused or convinced that there was no basis for the ENA request as summarized in the staff report discussed above.   [8:  Ibid., page 5.]  [9:  Ibid., page 17.] 


It was clear from the dialog during the session that no one had read the testimony and studies submitted.  When staff were asked about the facts, they were not able to answer.  Moreover, they did not even ask for leave to get the answer from the authors of the studies, who were in attendance.  The meeting was so chaotic and so disrespectful to the neighborhood that I have included a transcript of the hearing.  For example, when asked the impact the zoning change might have, the staff simply answered that they did not know -- even though the materials had been in their possession for weeks and had been discussed extensively with the planning liaison.[footnoteRef:10]

While the violation of the commitment to present the facts was serious, it was far less serious than the chief planner's decision to take up much of the session lobbying the Planning and Sustainability Commission to reject ENA’s proposal.  The dialog between the chief planner and the chair appears at pages 24 through 40 of the transcript.  While the chair repeatedly asked if there was a way to solve the problem, the chief planner argued that it should not be addressed since it was to be solved in some other process.[footnoteRef:11] [10:  Ibid., page 37.]  [11:  Ibid., page 24.] 


In the end, other neighborhoods, which had not demonstrated or provided the factual or public support evidenced by Eastmoreland, were granted R7 status.  In our case, a bizarrely confused dialog ended with the R7 application being rejected and the entire neighborhood proposed to be rezoned R5, presumably including even the areas currently zoned R2.5 and R7! 

Why was Eastmoreland singled out for special treatment?  We do not know.  Why was the significant work put into our effort ignored?  Again, we do not know.  This material has been provided to the PSC and you, our City Council.  Rod Merrick, our land use co-chair and a respected architect, has testified to bring your attention to these issues at the City Council hearings on the comprehensive plan.  Mr. Merrick's submission goes to the merits, and I pray you will judge it on its merits--not the biases of the planning staff.

As you know, I have a long professional career with extensive participation in and before decision making bodies at the local, state, and federal levels.  I was shocked by the miscarriage of due process in this instance, and I have worked extensively in Louisiana and Illinois--states where the democratic practice has been known to have its rough edges.  

This letter explains why one community within Portland remains disappointed and angered by the dismissive treatment and perversion of the decision making process before the PSC.  Drive down our streets, especially in the southeast quarter, and witness the replacement of modest viable housing with large and far more expensive housing.  That is the result of misguided planning decisions.  We ask you to reconsider the record testimony, and grant the designation to R7 from R5 for all of our neighborhood. 

Yours on behalf of the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association,

[image: ]

Robert McCullough

President

Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association

6123 SE Reed College Place

Portland, Oregon 97202



Attachments:

Portland Neighborhood Coalition Directors and Chairs Group

Transcript of May 10, 2015 Planning Commission Meeting
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1                         PROCEEDINGS


2              Tuesday May 12, 2015, at 12:30 p.m.


3


4              MR. ZEHNDER:  Just a couple items on the


5 Director's Reports.  Two reports we're going to send you


6 links to that have been released recently that are


7 relative to the comprehensive plan and just the work of


8 the Commission.  The first is the State of Black Oregon


9 Report.  There's actually a city club sort of


10 presentation and discussion of it, I think, this Friday,


11 but we will send the link to all the Commissioners.


12              And within that report it covers a full


13 range of topics, but there's a consideration of


14 development and gentrification in that report, as well.


15 And then the second one is the State of Housing in


16 Portland, which is a recent report prepared by the


17 Portland Housing Bureau, just sort of a snapshot of


18 housing conditions and affordability across the city


19 that is very informative to our work.  So I wanted to


20 let you know about those, and we will send you the link


21 so you can take a look at your convenience.


22              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  So this Wednesday,


23 actually tomorrow, is Multnomah County Budget Forum


24 being held at IRCO.  And it will -- there's a number of


25 individuals testifying on their budget priorities,
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1 including planning and development.  So that will be at


2 IRCO, and you can find that information -- actually, I


3 have some postcards I can pass around, but that may be


4 of interest.


5              CHAIR BAUGH:  Thank you.  Other items?  We


6 have two Consent Agenda items, and we will take them


7 separately.


8              Consideration of minutes from 4/28/15


9 meeting.  Will they be accepted or approved?


10              CHAIR BAUGH:  Aye.


11              COMMISSIONER GRAY:  Aye.


12              COMMISSIONER HOUCK:  Aye.


13              COMMISSIONER OXMAN:  Aye.


14              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  Aye.


15              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Aye.


16              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  Aye.


17              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  Aye.


18              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Aye.


19              CHAIR BAUGH:  That passes.


20              Right-of-way No. 7880 for buttress


21 prevacation North Terminal Road east of North Lombard


22 Street.


23              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  Second.


24              CHAIR BAUGH:  That's been moved and


25 seconded.  All in favor?
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1              CHAIR BAUGH:  Aye.


2              COMMISSIONER GRAY:  Aye.


3              COMMISSIONER HOUCK:  Aye.


4              COMMISSIONER OXMAN:  Aye.


5              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  Aye.


6              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Aye.


7              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  Aye.


8              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  Aye.


9              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Aye.


10              CHAIR BAUGH:  That passes.


11              Introductions.


12              MR. ENGSTROM:  Thank you, Chair Baugh.


13 This is one of a number of Comprehensive Plan work


14 sessions, as you know.  I think this is No. 6.  We have


15 two primary subjects today, as you already indicated.


16 The first piece, Deborah and I will go over a number of


17 issues related to residential densities.  She'll start


18 out, and then I have a follow-up related to Concordia.


19              And then the second half -- or second major


20 component of today is the economic follow-up as you


21 noted, which has a number of sub issues that you already


22 identified.


23              And then we will wrap up with a brief


24 discussion of where we are in your review of the consent


25 list that we sent you, and then we will go over and do Q
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1 and A on the next steps.  As Chair Baugh indicated,


2 we're working towards Commission recommendation by


3 July 14th at this stage, so I will go over what the


4 agendas are for the next few meetings just to make sure


5 everybody is clear on that.


6              MS. STEIN:  Good afternoon.  So I will be


7 talking about residential densities.  I think this is


8 part 4 of the set of discussions about residential


9 densities.  And today I will be talking specifically


10 about some changes from R5 to R7.


11              So you will recall that the July 2014 map


12 proposal included a set of down designations that we


13 labeled as distance from centers in corridors, and


14 prevalent lot patterns.  And the objective of that set


15 of proposals was to adjust residential densities to


16 better align the Comprehensive Plan designation with the


17 lot patterns.  And we were looking at areas with two


18 features.  One was that they were relatively distant


19 from centers and corridors, and areas where the existing


20 development pattern is predominantly at a lower density


21 than what the Comprehensive Plan currently allows.


22              The proposals that we presented to you back


23 in July, 2014, originated with a request by the Reed


24 Neighborhood back in 2011.  And that was followed by a


25 similar request by Eastmoreland Neighborhood
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1 Association.


2              And so like other things we have done


3 through this process, we wanted to make sure that we


4 were looking at like situations and treating them in


5 like ways.  So Staff scanned the city at the time to


6 identify any additional areas in the city, again,


7 outside of centers and corridors, and where there's a


8 general pattern of lots that are approaching or


9 exceeding R7.  We wanted to consider all of those


10 together.


11              So you might recall the map on the left


12 shows, I think, nine areas, and then there's another map


13 on the right.  These are the sets of areas that had


14 those characteristics I just described.  Again, R5 areas


15 that are distant from centers and corridors, and areas


16 where either the zoning currently is R7, but the


17 Comprehensive Plan doesn't match.  We have several where


18 we have R7, slash, R5.  So we looked at those areas, and


19 then we also looked at those areas that have the zoning


20 and Comprehensive Plan designation of R5 but seemed to


21 meet more of an R7 density pattern, and you can see the


22 names of the neighborhoods listed to the right.


23              So we did have a couple of initial


24 conversations with you about this already, so you might


25 recall them.  And these were the takeaways that Staff
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1 heard from your discussion.  And the three takeaways


2 were, first, be clear about what problem we're trying to


3 solve.  Second is, let's make sure we're consistent


4 across the city.  And third we heard a message that was,


5 keep it simple.  Don't make this too complicated.  So we


6 have used these takeaways as guideposts for our


7 follow-up analysis that we're going to be describing to


8 you today.


9              So Staff pored through a great deal of


10 testimony, and from that testimony we derived a set of


11 issues or problems that were identified by neighbors


12 that were in support of their request to do the down


13 designation.  And we reviewed these issues or problems


14 in order to ascertain two things.  One is, which of


15 these are most appropriately addressed by changing the


16 map from R5 to R7.  And secondly, which are, instead,


17 most appropriately addressed through a zoning code


18 change, as opposed to a map change.


19              So Staff would assert that of this list --


20 and again, this is not a full list, but I think these


21 are some of the major things that came out in the


22 testimony.  Of this list, we would say that the down


23 designation, a map change, could address the first two


24 items that are listed there.  We would say that large


25 and small lots can be reestablished based on historic
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1 underlying lot lines where they exist.  And that's


2 something we talked to you about at one of your earlier


3 work sessions.


4              And so as I had mentioned then, there is a


5 difference between the minimum lot size, depending on


6 whether the base zone in the Comprehensive Plan


7 designation, is R5 or R7.  So that does, in fact, make a


8 difference.  And while a map change will not erase or


9 negate the underlying lot lines, it would increase the


10 minimum lot size of any new lot that can legally be


11 required -- or legally be created.


12              So there could be a net decrease in the


13 number of skinnier, smaller lots in a neighborhood,


14 depending on what that zone is.  Now, larger lots can


15 currently be divided, based on allowable lot size in R5.


16 But larger lots still would be able to be divided, even


17 if it were changed to R7.  So it's going to depend on


18 the size to determine which lots would still be


19 dividable, even if we were to make the change.


20              But again, there may be a slight decrease


21 in the number of new lots created through land divisions


22 if we were to change to R7 because fewer lots will be


23 large enough to allow that division.  So that makes


24 sense.


25              Now, the next set of issues while we have
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1 heard quite a bit of testimony about these, and we know


2 that these are important, we would assert that these are


3 better addressed through code changes, rather than


4 through map changes.  So demolition of homes in good


5 condition -- and similarly, we heard some of the issues


6 about landscape, mature landscaping, tree canopy.  Those


7 are all things that would be better addressed through


8 code changes, rather than map changes.


9              The concern about new development being out


10 of scale with existing homes, again, we think that that


11 is something better addressed through a code change


12 rather than a map change.  We did hear some concern


13 about duplexes on corner lots, and that is something


14 that could be addressed through some code changes to


15 address scale, or development standards, but still


16 allowing for duplexes on corner lots.  That could be


17 something that could be addressed.


18              And then another really key issue that we


19 have heard from testimony is the loss of economic and/or


20 generational diversity within a neighborhood when


21 smaller homes are replaced by larger and more expensive


22 homes.  Very important issue, but not really most


23 appropriately addressed by a map change.  We think that


24 could be a code change.


25              So let me describe to you what our
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1 analytical approach was very briefly.  We went back and


2 reexamined all the study areas that I showed on that


3 earlier map where we had originally proposed the R7,


4 back in the July 2014 proposal.


5              And we looked at concentrations of lots


6 within each of these study areas, where the


7 concentration of lots meet or exceed 6,370 square feet.


8 And why that number is because that represents R7


9 density.  So basically we're looking at an area where


10 there were great concentrations of lots that were at or


11 above that size to determine whether those had what we


12 would call a predominant R7 character or quality already


13 existing.


14              In addition to doing this analysis, which I


15 will show you some examples of it in a minute, we looked


16 at a number of additional maps for Eastmoreland that the


17 testimony that Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association


18 provided.  As you remember, they provided very well


19 documented testimony with a number of maps, and they did


20 their own analysis.  So we did consider that, as well.


21              And we also looked at a constraints


22 analysis to determine what environmental and/or


23 infrastructure constraints exist in each of those study


24 areas, based on our buildable lands inventory.


25              Showing you this map again, rather than
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1 show you the analyses for all ten areas that we looked


2 at, I am going to zero in on three of them to give you a


3 sense of what this analysis looked like, what these maps


4 looked like, to see where we were looking for


5 concentrations of lots that were at or exceeded the R7


6 densities.


7              So I have circled the areas that I am going


8 to show you.  One is Eastmoreland, one is an area in the


9 southern part of Lents, and one is one that straddles


10 Portsmouth and Kenton.


11              So starting with Kenton Portsmouth, this is


12 an example of this analysis map.  And because I know


13 it's hard to read the legend, I will give you a quick


14 tour here.  The dark red indicates blocks that have


15 concentration of 75 to 100 percent of the lots, within


16 each block, that are at or above R7 density.  Pink


17 represents 50 to 74 percent of the lots within that


18 block that are at the R7 densities.  Light blue is 24 to


19 49 percent, and then the dark blue on these maps is zero


20 to 23 percent.


21              Although, on this particular map, that's a


22 bit of an anomaly because the area that is shown in dark


23 blue, they are actually very large lots owned by Union


24 Pacific.  And they were sort of averaged out, so the


25 blue is an anomaly, and those lots are currently zoned
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1 for R7, and they have a designation of R5.


2              So here you can see that predominantly, the


3 area that is shown in color is at that R7 density.


4 There are a few -- few of the outlying areas are


5 slightly less printouts, but the red indicates that


6 75 percent or more are the R7 density areas.


7              The next area I have to show you is in


8 South Lents.  This is well outside of the Lents Town


9 Center.  And again, strong R7 character for most of the


10 area.  You will see a couple of little pockets with the


11 blue, meaning those are less concentrated, and the pink


12 is somewhere in between.  But fairly strong R7 density


13 that exists today, based on the lot size.


14              Now, this map shows Eastmoreland; same


15 blue, red, pink categorization.  The yellow circle we


16 have added since the last map.  That's the quarter mile


17 from the light rail station.  So as you heard from the


18 neighborhood, they don't feel like there's -- that most


19 of the neighborhood is within walking distance of that


20 light rail station.  So you can see that yellow circle,


21 that represents the quarter mile.


22              You will remember there's been quite a bit


23 of testimony from Eastmoreland, and they did submit a


24 request for the entire neighborhood, which is the full


25 colored area on this map to be down designated from R5
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1 to R7.  And the eastern boundary that you see here is


2 Caesar Chavez.  That's the eastern edge of the


3 neighborhood.


4              The neighborhood's reasons for proposing R7


5 were based on the historic development pattern as a lack


6 of access to transit and services.  And you also heard a


7 concern about loss of the architectural quality,


8 landscape quality, and there were a number of other


9 issues that they raised in their testimony.


10              In comparison with the other maps that I


11 just showed you, there's much more of a mix of lot sizes


12 within Eastmoreland.  Again, the red shows blocks that


13 have 75 percent or more at the R7 density.  And then the


14 dark blue is 25 or less.  And then it's different


15 percentages in between.


16              The -- let's see.  Oh, the other thing that


17 I would highlight here, it's not shown on the map, but


18 the nearest retail node is at Woodstock -- right about


19 here, Woodstock or -- right about here is where the


20 Woodstock commercial district starts.  So as the


21 neighbors attested, they don't have easy walking


22 distance to the commercial node there.


23              Now, South Burlingame hadn't been included


24 in the original July 24, 2014, for a down designation.


25 But through testimony, we heard a number of neighbors
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1 asking to be also considered for a down designation from


2 R5 to R7.  We hadn't selected this originally, because


3 it didn't pass the initial screen based on the proximity


4 of this particular neighborhood to commercial nodes.


5 And there is a commercial node down here, and this is


6 Barbur Boulevard, which is a major corridor, and there's


7 a commercial -- let's see, it's hard for me to see.  But


8 anyway, here.  There's a Fred Meyer, and then there's


9 another commercial area here.


10              So we did find that this area did have


11 better pedestrian access, much of the neighborhood has


12 much better pedestrian access to commercial nodes, and


13 to a major corridor.  But again, I wanted to bring this


14 to you, because there was quite a bit of testimony


15 asking for this to be down designated in a similar way.


16              Among the issues that South Burlingame


17 neighbors raised were some unimproved streets here,


18 which is true.  They are most notably, however, in the


19 areas with the greatest concentration of the R5 lots,


20 rather than the larger lots.  And substandard streets


21 are not a unique issue here, as you know.  There's quite


22 a few places in Southwest.


23              But for the most part we found that the


24 proximity to the commercial nodes would not support the


25 down designation.  The concerns, though, from the
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1 neighborhood did express very similar frustration about


2 the size and scale of in-fill development.  Similar to


3 what we have been hearing in Eastmoreland, and other


4 neighborhoods, as well, and the demolition of older


5 homes.  And some of the smaller homes being replaced by


6 larger homes.  So there's definitely a consistent theme


7 here in some of the concerns that prompted the request


8 in the first place.


9              So I would like to just outline our


10 findings from this analysis.  First, we found that of


11 the study areas we looked at, nine of them do have


12 fairly uniform lotting patterns based on that red, blue,


13 red, pink, blue model that I showed you.  Eastmoreland


14 and South Burlingame had more of a mix.  The other study


15 areas had much more uniform concentrations of R7 density


16 lots.


17              The second important find is that the


18 underlying lot lines, and the kind of development that


19 results as a -- as a result of those lot lines would


20 best be addressed through code changes, rather than map


21 changes.  And changing from R5 to R7, we do find it


22 would reduce the overall number of smaller lots that can


23 be reestablished, but we think a lot of the issues could


24 be better addressed through code.


25              In Eastmoreland the largest concentration
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1 of underlying lots is located east of Southeast 36th


2 where the lots predominantly match the R5 density.  And


3 the pattern of underlying lots continues eastward well


4 past 36th, and well beyond the edges of Eastmoreland


5 Neighborhood, which ends at Caesar Chavez.


6              So to really look at that as a prompting


7 for consideration, we would say, where would we end.  I


8 think that the pattern of underlying lots is not


9 confined to the boundaries of Eastmoreland.  So we would


10 say that that is something we really ought to be


11 addressing through a citywide approach, rather than


12 looking simply at a redesignation of Eastmoreland


13 itself.


14              So I would like to conclude with some


15 recommendations for you today.  And the first would be


16 that we recommend that you affirm the July 2014


17 proposals for R5 to R7.  However, I am going to show you


18 in a moment some options for Eastmoreland.  And then we


19 would also recommend that you retain the R5 in South


20 Burlingame, because of the proximity to services and


21 amenities.


22              But in addition, I want to say that we


23 would recommend that we would address the underlying lot


24 and scale issues on a citywide basis through code


25 changes, rather than map.  And with respect to
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1 Eastmoreland, we would recommend that you consider these


2 options.  One would be to retain the R5 and address the


3 issues through code, or we would recommend that you


4 would look at down designating the area within the


5 existing Eastmoreland plan district from R5 to R7.


6              Now, this is a slight modification to what


7 we originally proposed in July 2014 where we had


8 confined the down designation proposals to the area west


9 of 36th.  In this new revised proposal, we would


10 recommend going one set of lots east of 36th, because


11 that takes in the lots that comprise the plan district


12 boundaries, and the original boundaries of the


13 subdivision.


14              CHAIR BAUGH:  Do you have a visual of that,


15 Deborah?  It would be easier to contemplate.


16              MS. STEIN:  Yes, I can go back.  So this


17 map, again, shows the whole Eastmoreland neighborhood.


18              CHAIR BAUGH:  Where is 36th?


19              MS. STEIN:  This line is 36th here.  So you


20 can see -- and this ties back to some of the things we


21 heard you say in your earlier discussion.  Commissioner


22 Hanson had brought up the idea that there really is a


23 break in the neighborhood between the older curvilinear


24 pattern of streets, and then the grid pattern which


25 really that break occurs at 36th.
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1              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  There's even a


2 change in the name.  I think it's Berkeley.


3 Eastmoreland and then there's Berkeley.


4              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  Sounds like


5 California.


6              MS. STEIN:  So again, thinking about your


7 direction, Commissioner Hanson, about looking at the


8 physical characteristics that change at this line, as


9 well as your admonitions to keep it simple, we thought


10 that the Plan District Boundary would be the appropriate


11 boundary to apply the down designation.


12              Now, I will note the neighborhood has


13 asked, actually, to expand their Plan District to


14 encompass the full neighborhood boundary, but the plan


15 district boundaries aren't on the table right now.


16 We're really looking at the Comprehensive Plan


17 designation, not the plan district.


18              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  So one of the


19 options is east of 36th would retain the R5 designation,


20 and everything to the west would be R7?


21              MS. STEIN:  Correct.  And as I mentioned,


22 if you look at this line, the lot pattern, with the


23 exception of this block that is -- is that where the


24 church is?  I believe that might be a church.  But the


25 lotting pattern does change at that line to some degree.
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1 There's more of a concentration of 5,000-square foot


2 lots.  There's also the area where there's the largest


3 concentration of those underlying lots.  But that


4 concentration continues out east.  It doesn't stop at


5 the line, at Caesar Chavez.


6              And so with that, I will put it up for


7 questions and discussion.


8              CHAIR BAUGH:  Questions?  Discussion?


9 Comments?  Michelle.


10              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  So how many potential


11 housing units would we lose in Eastmoreland?  And also,


12 what are the -- can you identify all the green spaces on


13 the map?  Looks like there were parks and golf courses


14 and things.


15              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Can we keep it on


16 the map?


17              MS. STEIN:  Yeah, that's a good idea.  I am


18 going to look for the answer, because I have that right


19 here.  I have it right here.


20              (Inaudible indistinguishable discussions


21                away from mic.)


22              MS. STEIN:  So when we did the original


23 growth allocation, we had included some numbers in


24 our -- in a February report to you that showed that


25 Eastmoreland, there actually is not a very significant
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1 difference in the number of units.  And based on the


2 growth allocation, there's actually an increase, only


3 because we changed our assumptions about accessory


4 dwelling units.  But the capacity check, it looks like


5 there was -- let's see, two acres of vacant and


6 underutilized land in the analysis, capacity for five


7 new units on the existing plan; five with the proposed


8 plan.  So really not a material difference in the number


9 of units.


10              But I should note that's not taking into


11 account the narrower lots.  That's based on the R5


12 density, if you were doing land divisions.


13              CHAIR BAUGH:  Teresa.


14              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  So what happens


15 to the places that are already in an R5 or a different


16 lot configuration when you change it to R7?


17              MR. ENGSTROM:  They become nonconforming


18 density, essentially, which in a single dwelling zone


19 doesn't have a lot of meaning, because it's the -- the


20 development standards for lot -- for house development


21 on R5 and R7 are the same.  So there's not much effect


22 on the existing property owners.


23              The primary effect would be if you had a


24 bigger lot that was dividable under R5 that is no longer


25 dividable under 07, and Deborah said there's not much of
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1 that in this neighborhood anyway, the main capacity for


2 the development in Eastmoreland is accessory dwelling


3 units, and/or the skinny lot, or the substandard lot


4 provisions in the zoning code, not the basic R5 versus


5 R7.


6              It's hard to quantify, because you have to


7 document the lots, and we can't -- we don't have the


8 capacity to do a deed history on all the lots and


9 estimate that.  But you can get a sense of it from where


10 do those underlying plats exist.


11              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  And would that


12 then change in the density opportunity, also preclude


13 then further investment in transit and other things,


14 because you are basing those things off of density, as


15 well.


16              MR. ENGSTROM:  Because the neighborhood's


17 mostly already developed, the two zones are not going to


18 have a big impact on how the city plans transit, I don't


19 think, in this case.  It would if this was a vacant


20 piece of land and we were debating whether it was R5 or


21 R7.  R7 is less likely to receive frequent transit.


22              But in this case, you have an already


23 developed neighborhood that is, as the blue indicates,


24 is partly already developed in R5.  So the transit


25 planners are going to look at the actual density, more
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1 than the zone.


2              CHAIR BAUGH:  So I just -- so I just want


3 to walk kind of through some logic here for me.  If you


4 do the lot line adjustment, zoning code process, that's


5 going to solve some of these problems, correct?


6              MS. STEIN:  I think what it would solve --


7 well, depends on the outcomes of that project.  Because


8 the scope is still being developed.  But I think


9 certainly being able to address the scale of new


10 development, for example, if there are issues about


11 compatibility of what is built new that is bigger, and


12 less -- smaller setbacks, or scale is different than the


13 existing development, that's something that could be


14 addressed through code refinement.


15              There could be different minimum lot sizes


16 that could be imposed.  There are a number of things


17 that could be changed through code changes that would


18 get at what happens with these underlying lots, and what


19 is developed based on that kind of density.


20              CHAIR BAUGH:  And that's a process we


21 already have scoped and we're heading down the path


22 with, correct?


23              MS. STEIN:  We have that in -- in the


24 mayor's recommended budget.  That is a project that we


25 would be undertaking.
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1              CHAIR BAUGH:  And then we have the pass


2 five (phonetic) around doing easements and scale,


3 correct?  Or am I -- is that the same thing?


4              MS. STEIN:  I think that's the same


5 process.


6              CHAIR BAUGH:  So if we attack that problem,


7 and if you could go back up to your recommendations and


8 then address from that standpoint, we kind of solve


9 the -- then we leave the East side alone.  And does that


10 address more of the items you had listed in the first


11 page?


12              MS. STEIN:  Over where I had the checklist,


13 do you want me to go back to that?


14              CHAIR BAUGH:  So I am trying to see what is


15 going to address more of those issues, because it looks


16 like we're only maybe solving one versus three or four.


17              So demolition of homes is a separate


18 process.  The scale of new development through the lot


19 line --


20              MS. STEIN:  Scale of new development,


21 certainly.  I don't know whether we would want to


22 address the duplexes.  That would be up to the scope of


23 that project.  If we change just the dimensions of a


24 duplex, or the design of the duplex to be more


25 compatible.  We're not considering removing the ability
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1 to do duplexes on corner lots, but instead maybe looking


2 at how they are developed, and what the design is.


3              CHAIR BAUGH:  So I am just trying to get


4 to, we can solve more problems with that than doing an


5 R5 to R7?


6              MS. STEIN:  More of the issues listed on


7 here, certainly.


8              CHAIR BAUGH:  And that still does not


9 prevent coming back and looking at R5 to R7 at a later


10 date.


11              MS. STEIN:  Sure.


12              MR. ZEHNDER:  The single family house


13 project, you will be able to see the results and see


14 which of these issues it resolves.  Our intention is to


15 adjust the size of an infill house you can build, and


16 where that's maybe most acute, from where we have seen


17 in the neighborhoods, is in these situations where you


18 are putting two on what used to be one lot.  And it's


19 adjusting through the skinny lot things.  To have two


20 where there used to be one, and have both of them be


21 larger than expected seems to be part of the heart of


22 what is concerning people.


23              So that project will definitely address


24 that, both the dimensions of the house, and going to


25 come up with some sort of proposals about how to treat
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1 those underlying lots, the skinny lots.


2              MS. STEIN:  But I think the minimum lot


3 width and minimum lot size, I think what we have heard


4 is truth in zoning.  That is a really resonant term,


5 because I think one expects R5 is going to look a


6 certain way, based on 5,000 square feet.  And one


7 expects that R7 is going to look a certain way, based on


8 7,000 square feet.  But if you look at our code today it


9 allows different lots sizes that are significantly


10 smaller than those numbers.


11              So there's this sort of hidden density that


12 I think people are asking for more transparency about


13 what a zone really means.  And having those numbers be


14 clear.  And it could mean just widening the minimum lot


15 width, or enlarging the minimum lot size based on


16 different circumstances.  And having that be more clear,


17 because I think the development of some of these skinny


18 lots has been quite a surprise to neighbors when they


19 fully expect they live in an R5 neighborhood, and that


20 should mean something, and then they see something much


21 smaller.


22              So getting at that truth in zoning issue is


23 really what people are asking for, and I think that


24 would be a fundamental concept built into the scope of


25 this new project.
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1              CHAIR BAUGH:  And the ability to accelerate


2 that would be maybe us requesting from Council to push


3 it a little faster so that it gets some relief to the


4 neighborhood quicker?  I mean, I don't know how quick we


5 can get it done, but --


6              MR. ZEHNDER:  You know, there's no -- I


7 think we're moving expeditiously, so I don't know that


8 the process to go through that is -- can be sped up.


9 The City Council could conceivably ask us to take a look


10 at changing a minimum lot size in a way that could


11 almost -- that could stop skinny lot development for a


12 period of time while the single-family lot project was


13 completed.


14              But that would be a separate sort of


15 ordinance and undertaking, and you would have to bring


16 it back through here.  But it would -- and it would be a


17 way to put a pause on this, if you really wanted to.


18              We need to talk with the city attorney.


19 There is sort of legal issues that are raised with


20 creating lots where you could be perceived to be making


21 them undevelopable, so we would want to research it


22 first.  But really the single-family house project is


23 going to address this, and is supposed to be done with


24 recommendations in 12 months.  And then we're here for


25 however long the hearings take.
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1              There's 155,000 single family properties


2 in the city, so that's part of why we can say we can


3 speed it up, we can speed up the analysis, but that's a


4 lot of folks to -- who are going to be affected by this.


5 So that's part of why we're anticipating the timeline.


6              CHAIR BAUGH:  But I hear a potential kind


7 of solution of maybe we can, as PSC, request Staff, and


8 if we need to write a letter or something, have Council


9 create an ordinance that would, based on the legal --


10 what you find out about legally, if we could pass


11 something as an interim step to then get to the broader


12 issue under the lot line adjustment, I guess, and come


13 back.  So we have a two-step process.


14              And that -- if the first one is legal and


15 we can get through those legal issues and get Council's


16 agreement to then move forward on a separate path, but


17 also have the proposal that is currently in front of


18 Council move forward so we get -- I don't want to say a


19 moratorium, but a pause.  And then come back with a -- a


20 zoning change around design.


21              MR. ZEHNDER:  The Commission could clearly


22 express that point of view and recommendation to the


23 City Council as something separate from what we're


24 talking about.  This change would not get to City


25 Council until later this year, right?
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1              Eric, what is the timing on that?


2              MR. ENGSTROM:  The map changes we're


3 talking about are part of the overall comp plan package,


4 so that goes to Council in the fall.


5              MR. ZEHNDER:  So we will be half done with


6 the single-family house project by that time, too.


7              CHAIR BAUGH:  But we could get to Council


8 before that around an ordinance --


9              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Absolutely you


10 could.  Absolutely you could.


11              CHAIR BAUGH:  And I am kind of back to the


12 first item of using the right tools here, and it seems


13 if we can do that, maybe we get a better solution versus


14 doing a lot of zoning that's not going to -- actually


15 have an impact into the community.


16              I don't know thoughts, but it seems a


17 reasonable approach.  I am just talking about


18 Eastmoreland, specifically.


19              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO.  I think we should


20 have some clarity about what we're talking about.  It


21 seems like you are urging the Commission to move forward


22 independently on Eastmoreland, and request the City


23 Council to that issue.  Is it timing?  Is that what you


24 are suggesting?  I want to understand if we go this way,


25 none of this will be impacted until the comp plan is
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1 adopted and moved on.


2              What I hear you say is an urgency to move


3 on the Eastmoreland-specific project.  Which I don't


4 have a problem with, but I want to understand, what is


5 the urgency?


6              CHAIR BAUGH:  Well, the urgency would be


7 giving the communities some temporary relief from the


8 issues they are facing in the community, and then coming


9 back, if I am understanding it, coming back with the


10 broader zoning package in a year, to 18 months, assuming


11 Council approves the comp plan, and those things.


12              MR. ZEHNDER:  Just to clarify I believe


13 that discussion was around not just the skinny lots or


14 underlying lots that are part of that Eastmoreland


15 proposal.  This would apply citywide, is what I thought.


16 It's sort of -- it's not a moratorium, because


17 technically it doesn't qualify as that, but it's a


18 change that would put a great pause on the development


19 of those lots until new rules were in place, or -- but,


20 once again, I don't know exactly how to do that, or the


21 legalities of it.  But it seems like that could be a


22 possibility.


23              And the tradeoffs are this:  The pace of


24 development and infill would put a chill on that for a


25 period of time.  And, you know, one of the tenents of
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1 housing affordability is just to build housing to


2 increase the supply of housing.  However, I don't


3 know -- I don't want to misrepresent that I even have a


4 sense of the scale of impact of that, but you know,


5 these things -- these things all have implications like


6 that.  All of those do.


7              MS. STEIN:  There's something I had


8 forgotten to mention to you.  The map, I know you can't


9 see it, but this map -- can't see it close up.  The map


10 I put up shows the underlying lots citywide.  So you can


11 see where they are located, and the extent to which


12 those areas are distributed across the city.


13              I couldn't make it into a slide, because


14 it's so tiny.  So you really have to stand right up to


15 the map to see.  But to get a sense of how widespread


16 these concentrations are, and how distributed across the


17 city, this is not an Eastmoreland problem.  This is a --


18 so it's an interesting map, and you might want to take a


19 look at that at the break.


20              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  And just to clarify,


21 could I understand the problems that the community is


22 facing that they need this acceleration?


23              CHAIR BAUGH:  It's up here.  So all I'm


24 saying is can we have, I guess, Staff come back on the


25 26th with an opportunity whether or not we can do that
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1 first part?  If it's feasible.


2              Do you think, Joe, you can get back to us,


3 before we tell you, yes, go ahead and do that?  I don't


4 want to --


5              MR. ZEHNDER:  It would be -- I think, what


6 I would recommend, as you all just debate the interest


7 and merits in that.  If there is a way to do that we


8 would develop some alternatives.  I don't think I can


9 get you an answer by the 26th.  From what I know the


10 backlog is in the city attorney's office right now on a


11 variety of things.


12              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  (No microphone,


13 partially inaudible.)  I am not sure what the


14 conversation around this is, but I don't feel the


15 urgency putting out an ordinance to stop development


16 right now.  So that's my own opinion.  I don't know how


17 the rest of the commissioners feel about that.  I don't


18 feel the need to get an ordinance to stop the


19 development.


20              CHAIR BAUGH:  So back to the


21 recommendation, are you comfortable with changing -- my


22 problem is changing R5 to R7 doesn't do anything, in my


23 view.  I mean, you are mitigating, but you are not


24 solving the problem.  And so I am not really in favor of


25 moving the zoning R5 to R7.
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1              Teresa.


2              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  Just to clarify, we're


3 only talking about Eastmoreland, and then we're going to


4 have recommendations on the other areas, or we're not


5 talking about the other areas?


6              MS. STEIN:  My recommendation would be to


7 affirm the down designation for the other areas where


8 there was a very consistent pattern of R7.  Where it


9 really is simply matching the designation to the lot


10 pattern without the variation.  I think the variation


11 shows up -- variation among lot sizes shows up more in


12 South Burlingame and in Eastmoreland.


13              And our recommendation to you is not to


14 down designate South Burlingame.  But if you choose to


15 down designate in Eastmoreland, I would say contain it


16 to the area covered by the plan district, which is just


17 to 36th, including the lots fronting on 36th, east.


18              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  And then what about


19 Lents and Kenton Portsmouth?


20              MS. STEIN:  We would recommend there,


21 because the down designation simply matches what is


22 already on the ground.  It isn't really changing any


23 development capacity, doesn't remove or reduce any


24 development capacity.


25              CHAIR BAUGH:  Karen.
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1              COMMISSIONER GRAY:  So to Andre's point, if


2 he's saying he doesn't get the point of why we're doing


3 this, and I feel like I have been pretty tuned in for


4 the last half an hour of your conversation, can you


5 summarize again for us why you think this is important


6 for the Commission to follow your recommendation?  Make


7 it very plain and very clear.  Why is it that you are


8 looking at down zoning from R5 to R7 in these areas.


9              No.  No.  No.  The whole megillah, this


10 whole thing here.  I am not pulling out Eastmoreland


11 from this conversation.  You have made a recommendation.


12 I think I get the point.  I am not knowing that


13 everybody is getting the point.  Maybe you can make the


14 point one more time as to why this is important in the


15 redesign of the comp plan for us to do this.


16              MR. ENGSTROM:  Stepping back to the real


17 beginning of this conversation, we were looking at areas


18 that are located farther from centers and corridors, and


19 looking for opportunities to reduce infill pressures


20 there, and align the zoning with the lot pattern that


21 prevails in those areas.  So that, as Deborah said, our


22 approach was fairly consistent in many of those other


23 areas she showed on the map.  And we didn't run into


24 very much ambiguity.


25              Where we ran into ambiguity was in South
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1 Burlingame and East Moreland.  So we have come to a


2 position of several options that we have put on the


3 table, either changing the map for the plan district, or


4 not changing it and relying more on the code changes, or


5 both.


6              But again, the big picture is these are


7 places away from centers and corridors where there's


8 some amount of infill that causes community friction


9 that isn't key to our achieving our growth objectives in


10 the city, because they are farther away from where we


11 need the growth to occur.


12              CHAIR BAUGH:  Are people comfortable with


13 the recommendation except for -- I'm going to pull out


14 Eastmoreland.  But is everybody else comfortable with


15 the other places in terms of the recommendation?


16              MULTIPLE VOICES:  Yes.


17              CHAIR BAUGH:  So Eastmoreland, Burlingame,


18 that's where I am most uncomfortable with the zone


19 change.  But Don?


20              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  The one thing about


21 Eastmoreland that I like is the certainty of the time


22 frame.  I am glad Staff is mentioning code changes and


23 other projects that could get at these kind of conflicts


24 of character in neighborhoods.


25              But we know we can do the zone change
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1 before the end of the year.  Am I accurate when I say


2 before the end of year, or comp plan change?


3              MR. ENGSTROM:  No, because the comp goes


4 through a process of being acknowledged at the State.


5 So the design map -- it's likely that the code project


6 that Joe described will be in effect before the zoning


7 map changes would be because the comp plan is on a


8 slower train, if you will because of State


9 acknowledgment --


10              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  Because of State


11 endorsement.  That's what I needed to understand.


12              But, Eric, it would be through the city


13 process?


14              MR. ENGSTROM:  Correct.  If you all finish


15 your work by July, we believe we could have the City


16 Council finish by the end of the calendar year.


17              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  So that clarifies the


18 timing for me.  Thanks.


19              And the other part of the question is if we


20 go R5 to R7 because of the lack of proximity to


21 corridors and center, and the characteristics of the


22 neighborhood today, how does that address the inherent


23 conflicts that people are seeing in Eastmoreland in


24 terms of infill housing, and it doesn't fit with what's


25 there?  Does it get at that, if we go from R5 to R7?  Is
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1 there more restriction that solves and addresses some of


2 these issues?


3              MR. ENGSTROM:  The development standards


4 are the same.  So you are not going to affect the size


5 of houses.  The only thing you are affecting is the


6 number of lots that are dividable through the standard


7 process.


8              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  Which is a lot.


9 That's a big change.


10              MR. ENGSTROM:  No, it's not a big change,


11 because there's not very many lots that are dividable


12 either way.  The biggest issue -- the biggest


13 opportunity for infill in Eastmoreland is either through


14 ADUs or through these preexisting small lots, the 25 by


15 100, the teardown and replacement, because of the


16 preexisting plat.


17              And that would be affected by change from


18 R5 to R7.  But for the issue that -- the problem is most


19 of those lots are east of 36th, which has more of an R5


20 density.  So it's a little bit of a Catch 22.


21              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  Okay.  That helps a


22 little bit.  Thanks.


23              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  So the ones that make


24 the most sense to me are the ones where you are making


25 it consistent with the underlying zoning.  I do have
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1 discomfort with the ones where -- I guess, Burlingame


2 and Eastmoreland where there's not such a concentration


3 of the 7,000-square-foot lots already.


4              So my tendency would be to pull the


5 Eastmoreland and South Burlingame out of it, and deal


6 with those issues through the code amendment process,


7 and stick with what I believe is the July 2014


8 recommendation.


9              CHAIR BAUGH:  Chris.


10              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  I want to ask the


11 question not asked in a slightly different way and make


12 sure I understand the answer.  If we did go from R5 to


13 R7 in Eastmoreland within the plan district as you


14 suggested, how many opportunities for these skinny lot


15 subdivisions go away because of that transition?


16              MS. STEIN:  Again, it's very hard to


17 quantify, because we see where some of those underlying


18 lots are, but we don't know how many of those could be


19 documented in a way that would allow those lots to be


20 created or reestablished.  So it's a little bit tricky


21 to give you a number.  I think the key --


22              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  -- is there a boundary


23 condition on that?  Is there a worst case?


24              MS. STEIN:  I don't know, but I wanted to


25 just answer in a different way.  The real difference
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1 between R5 and R7 for the lots is the minimum lot size


2 allowed.  And that's because there's a difference for


3 the lots of record between -- 3,000 square feet is the


4 minimum lot size if it's R5 and 4,200 if it's R7.


5              So it would take some tricky math to figure


6 out what that would look like with different -- lots of


7 variation in our estimates based on our lack of


8 understanding of where those lots can be documented or


9 not.  I am sorry that's not a clearer answer.


10              MR. ENGSTROM:  Maybe another way to phrase


11 it is the concentration of those historic lot lines is


12 much more intense east of 36th than it is west of 36th.


13 So if your objective is to use the zoning to reduce that


14 from happening, you are sort of missing the target.  But


15 if you were to extend the zoning tool and down zone the


16 area east of 36th, there's not a logical stopping point.


17 You might as well go all the way to Lents then, because


18 it's all that --


19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Michelle.


20              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  Isn't there a risk of


21 driving more conversions as people try to get ahead of


22 the zoning map change?  So you may be actually driving


23 what we don't want.  I mean, I would want to vest my


24 rights.


25              MR. ENGSTROM:  Usually there is a little
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1 blip in development activity trying to beat the clock.


2              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  That's why -- asking


3 for an ordinance.


4              CHAIR BAUGH:  So what I hear is there's


5 general acceptance, again, for No. 1, and I -- can I say


6 hesitancy for Eastmoreland and Burlingame, or --


7              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  I would say


8 (inaudible).


9              CHAIR BAUGH:  For a zone change?


10              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  Yeah, I'd like to


11 see -- (inaudible).


12              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  To retain the R5 --


13              CHAIR BAUGH:  To retain the R5.  Retain the


14 R5 for South Burlingame.


15              MS. STEIN:  So our recommendation was to


16 not down designate Burlingame.


17              CHAIR BAUGH:  So everybody is okay with


18 that?


19              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  The language gets


20 triple not double.


21              CHAIR BAUGH:  And then for Eastmoreland,


22 are we hesitant to down zone it?


23                    (Inaudible statement, no


24                     microphone.)


25              MS. STEIN:  No. 1 here meant for the other
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1 study areas.  And I was separating out Eastmoreland with


2 the options of -- our recommendation was that if you are


3 down designating, you would go to 36th.  That's one line


4 of homes, the planned district boundary.


5              (Inaudible statement.)


6              MS. STEIN:  Right.  And I can show you the


7 map again so you can see the area of Eastmoreland.  I


8 know this is confusing.


9              (Inaudible statement.)


10              CHAIR BAUGH:  So do we need to vote?  Or is


11 there --


12              MR. ZEHNDER:  It would be best if we got a


13 motion and a vote on this today for clarity.


14              CHAIR BAUGH:  Who's in favor of east of


15 36th, staying current zoning?  East of 36th -- we're --


16              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  So do not down


17 zone?


18              MS. STEIN:  And again --


19              MR. ZEHNDER:  Can we get a motion and a


20 vote?  I think that would be best.  Thank you.


21              (Inaudible).


22              CHAIR BAUGH:  I am going.


23              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  I am going to ask my


24 question again.  No. 1, the July 2014 recommendations


25 did not include any parts of Eastmoreland?
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1              MS. STEIN:  Did not include any parts of


2 Eastmoreland or South Burlingame.  It's the other areas,


3 Lents, et cetera.


4              CHAIR BAUGH:  Is there a motion to amend


5 the current recommendation around Eastmoreland?


6              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  There is.


7              Oh, you want me to state it?  I move we


8 retain the zoning east of 36th Street in -- east of 36th


9 Street, retain the zoning.


10              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  I second.


11              (Inaudible statements.)


12              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  I am saying retain


13 the zoning east of 36th Street.


14              CHAIR BAUGH:  And west of 36th would be, to


15 clarify, to be down zoned?


16              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  That is correct.


17 That's correct.  The motion is specifically east of


18 36th.


19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Is there a second?


20              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  I will second.


21              MR. ZEHNDER:  And clarification, just to be


22 clear, so the west side is R7, the east side the


23 proposal is R5.  The line that Deborah recommended


24 included -- it's both sides of 36th.  So a very small


25 sort of technical thing, but I wanted to be clear.
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1              MR. ENGSTROM:  So another clarifying


2 question, but some of you are talking as if this motion


3 is just dispensing with the area east of 36th, and you


4 are going to have another discussion west.  And some of


5 you are assuming that you are motioning about the whole


6 thing.  And I want to clarify that.


7              CHAIR BAUGH:  I think we're motioning --


8 Howard, is your motion on the whole part of


9 Eastmoreland?


10              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  No, it is not.


11              CHAIR BAUGH:  Just on east?  On the west


12 part --


13              (Multiple Inaudible Voices.)


14              CHAIR BAUGH:  We're going to do it -- so on


15 the west part of Eastmoreland -- we have to vote on this


16 first.


17              MR. ZEHNDER:  You need a second of that


18 motion.


19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Don seconded.


20              Julie, let's do a vote.  Julie a vote.


21 We're voting on the amendment to east of 36th as to it


22 will retain its current zoning, R7.


23              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Just that --


24              CHAIR BAUGH:  R5.  I am sorry, R5.  R5,


25 it's just on -- we're going to come back and vote on
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1 just the west side.


2              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  Sorry, to sound


3 so obtuse, but we're going to come back and vote on the


4 west side, and what about, (inaudible, no microphone).


5              (AYE:  Baugh, Gray, Hanson, Houck, Oxman


6 Rudd, Shapiro, Smith, St. Martin, Tallmadge.)


7              CHAIR BAUGH:  The west side motion.


8              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  I move that we change


9 the designation east of 36th -- west -- west of 36th,


10 from R5 to R7 -- (Inaudible Statements, Multiple


11 Voices) -- the plan district which includes the lots


12 that front on the east side of 36th.


13              COMMISSIONER HOUCK:  Second.


14              CHAIR BAUGH:  Discussion?


15              MR. ZEHNDER:  No, we need a separate motion


16 on 1 and 3.


17              (Inaudible Statements, Multiple Voices)


18              CHAIR BAUGH:  So a clarifying question on


19 this, would this include properties within the


20 quarter-mile radius of the transit center?


21              MS. STEIN:  Yes.  Yes --


22              MR. ENGSTROM:  Small number --


23              MS. STEIN:  It's small, and they tend to be


24 the largest lots.


25              CHAIR BAUGH:  They tend to be the largest
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1 lots, of course.


2              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  That forces me to make


3 the point that a quarter mile for walking to transit is


4 conservative, and people will walk farther for higher


5 quality transit, so people will walk a lot more than a


6 quarter mile to this Maxx Station, I'm sure.  So where


7 that radius is, is not a big influence on my vote on


8 this.


9              MR. ZEHNDER:  So, Commissioners, I believe


10 you have a motion and a second on the table.


11              CHAIR BAUGH:  Julie, vote.


12              (AYE:  Gray, Hanson, Houck, Oxman,


13 Shapiro.)


14              (NAY:  Baugh, Rudd, Smith, St. Martin,


15 Tallmadge.)


16              CHAIR BAUGH:  It fails.  So it retains the


17 current zoning.


18              So need a motion on the overall


19 recommendation.


20              ROBERT McCULLOUGH:  I want to make a


21 comment here --


22              CHAIR BAUGH:  There's no public comment,


23 sir --


24              ROBERT McCULLOUGH:  -- you are leading up


25 to litigation.  You have one standard for one part of
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1 the city, and another --


2              CHAIR BAUGH:  -- sir, there's no public


3 comment.


4              ROBERT McCULLOUGH:  There will be legal


5 comment.


6              CHAIR BAUGH:  A motion on the current


7 recommendation, as amended.


8              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  So I move we


9 accept recommendation 1 and 3.


10              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  Second.


11              CHAIR BAUGH:  And it would include the


12 motion that was passed earlier -- the amendment passed


13 earlier, correct?  Okay.


14              (Multiple Voices.)


15              CHAIR BAUGH:  Julie.


16              (AYE:  Gray, Hanson -- )


17              (Inaudible, multiple Voices.)


18              CHAIR BAUGH:  Is there a discussion?  I


19 thought we had already discussed it.  Do you want to --


20 is there a discussion?  (Inaudible.)


21              Gary?


22              COMMISSIONER OXMAN:  So what we


23 are doing -- are we leaving unresolved the question what


24 happens on the west side of 36th?


25              CHAIR BAUGH:  No.
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1              COMMISSIONER OXMAN:  So it stays as is?


2              CHAIR BAUGH:  It stays as is --


3              MR. ZEHNDER:  So if I could clarify, I


4 think it's going to be helpful.  So we're going to


5 affirm all of the proposals, other than the Eastmoreland


6 and Burlingame?  And Eastmoreland we're leaving -- you


7 are leaving the current designation, the R5 designation


8 in place for the whole area, east and west?  And for


9 South Burlingame, you are also keeping the R5


10 designation in effect.


11              CHAIR BAUGH:  We're essentially just


12 leaving things as you recommended in July.


13              MS. STEIN:  No --


14              MR. ENGSTROM:  So you departed from the


15 July recommendation with the Eastmoreland discussion,


16 which you already voted on.  But No. 1 there is


17 everything else.


18              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  So I am confused,


19 because I asked the question did the July recommendation


20 include any part of Eastmoreland and you said no.


21              MR. ENGSTROM:  No. 1, does not -- No. 1, as


22 we worded the recommendation, what we meant with No. 1


23 is those other areas stick with the July; then No. 2 was


24 for Eastmoreland we have two choices.


25              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  What was the July
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1 recommendation for Eastmoreland?


2              MR. ENGSTROM:  R7.


3              MS. STEIN:  No, up to 36th, but stopping in


4 the center line of 36th.  So we modified that a little


5 bit by saying move one lot farther east.


6              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  So if we applied the


7 same analytic criteria to Eastmoreland west of 36th that


8 we are to the rest of the July recommendation, we would


9 go to R7 there?


10              MR. ENGSTROM:  No.  That's why we brought


11 this to you, is because the map is much more ambiguous


12 in Eastmoreland.  And those red and blue colors, the


13 idea was that red are blocks that are predominantly R7,


14 and the blue are blocks that are predominantly R5.  And


15 in all those other areas it was much more clearcut.  In


16 Eastmoreland, there was a mix of both of those patterns.


17              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  I am back with the


18 program.  Thank you.


19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Other discussion?


20              (No response.)


21              CHAIR BAUGH:  Julie.


22              (AYE:  Baugh, Gray, Hanson, Houck, Oxman,


23 Rudd, Shapiro, Smith, St. Martin, Tallmadge.


24              CHAIR BAUGH:  Yes.  The motion passes.


25              Next item, Economic Elements.
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1              MR. ENGSTROM:  Actually, we have one other


2 residential density, and this one I hope will be


3 clearcut, and we will get through it quickly.  But there


4 was a request in Concordia that we want to quickly go


5 through.  And I will move as fast as I can, so we can


6 get to a recommendation.


7              So you heard testimony from Concordia that


8 was a little bit analogous to the Eastmoreland


9 testimony, except for in Concordia you have zoning of R5


10 and R2.5, and you have a larger extent of these


11 preplatted 25-by-100-foot lots.  So in this case the


12 neighborhood didn't take a position, but some residents


13 requested either R5 or R7, and less R2.5.  It's in


14 response to narrow houses being built.


15              And I am just going to show you a couple


16 slides of houses on 25-by-100 lots, essentially, in


17 Concordia.  And the house on the right in this example


18 is more of a typical house in Concordia.  There's a lot


19 of small bungalows.  Another example, this one has an


20 alley, so it doesn't have a front garage.  Another quick


21 example.  Again, the house on the left is more typical


22 to is in Concordia.  A variety of architectural


23 approaches, as you can see.


24              This is a map showing the area, and we're


25 located between two neighborhood centers.  The
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1 neighborhood center on the right is 142nd Avenue at


2 Killingsworth, and the center on the left is the Alberta


3 Center there.  And what you have here in blue are the R5


4 lots that are platted at 25-by-100-foot plats, and the


5 orange, which is a little harder to see on this map, but


6 it's between Killingsworth and Alberta, is 25-by-100


7 platted, also.  But it's zoned R2.5.


8              And then I have shown you the X in the


9 middle is the grocery store at New Seasons there, and


10 the purple dotted line is the frequent transit line that


11 cuts through the area.  So this area, just for


12 background, was zoned R2.5 in the Albina Community Plan


13 between Killingsworth and Alberta.  And generally, R2.5


14 is a buffer between the neighborhood, and the more


15 intensive mixed-use zones.  And that's a typical pattern


16 found throughout the city.


17              This map shows you where the R2.5 zoning is


18 located throughout the city, and you can see it


19 straddles a lot of the corridors, or is between


20 corridors where they are close together.  So Sunnyside,


21 for example, between Hawthorne and Belmont is a similar


22 situation as Concordia, which is between Alberta and


23 Killingsworth.  It's a situation where there's two


24 corridors closer to where that R2.5 essentially comes


25 together.  I outlined Concordia in the dotted line at
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1 the top of the screen, so you know where it's located.


2              Service analysis in this situation, it's


3 important to note that there are very few service


4 deficiencies here.  This is -- it's not in an


5 environmentally sensitive area or flood plane.  It has


6 sewer and water service.  It does not have significant


7 traffic issues, at least from a capacity point of view.


8              There's a few unimproved streets, but not


9 to the extent you would see in outer Southeast or


10 Southeast, and a very high percentage of the


11 neighborhood has access to frequent transit.


12              Housing supply context, this chart was in


13 our Housing Background Report, and it's also in a number


14 of other Staff reports.  But it's our way of explaining


15 and connecting the dots between the different household


16 types in the city, and the different housing types we


17 have.


18              And the thing to remember about this is


19 that different housing types serve different household


20 types, depending on their size and affordability.  And


21 this diagram shows what is affordable to different


22 groups.  So to give you an example, the only housing


23 type, housing type G, that is affordable to anyone in


24 the city is the SRO, small studio apartment style.


25              In contrast, like the high-rise towers or
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1 the large lot detached homes are only affordable to the


2 highest income groups without any kind of cost burden.


3 So we use this kind of matrix to assess whether our comp


4 plan is providing enough housing of the right type for


5 the different income groups, and family size groups.


6              One of the things to note when we look at


7 this is that we have talked a lot about affordable


8 housing, and we're not -- our current comp plan is not


9 yet providing an easy path for those lower income


10 groups, or for entry level homeownership.  And, in fact,


11 with our down designations in East Portland and some of


12 the ones you just talked about, even though they might


13 be in the right places for down designations, they are


14 not necessarily high amenity areas.


15              But they are reducing the supply of


16 affordable single family and more affordable apartment


17 buildings where we have reduced the R2 zoning in East


18 Portland.  And that may be okay, because we don't want


19 that development in East Portland, but citywide we have


20 reduced that supply.


21              So it's really important to pay attention


22 to this R2 and 2.5 zoning, because that's the zoning


23 that provides the housing types that are most accessible


24 to those household groups and income groups.  So with


25 that in mind, what we're talking about is --
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1              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  Are there numbers


2 attached to these groups?  Is Group 1 millionaire, and


3 Group -- I don't quite get it.


4              MR. ENGSTROM:  We have that in the Housing


5 Background Report.  Group 1 is essentially very low


6 income.  Group 8 is -- I forget the exact cutoff, but


7 it's over 100,000 a year for household income.  So


8 there's -- you can kind of figure it out.  Group 5 or 6


9 is median income.


10              So for R2.5 and R2 groups, you are talking


11 about plexes or small lot detached or attached.  And


12 those are the lowest -- the least costly homeownership


13 opportunities we have in the city.  Because if you move


14 to the larger lots, you got get more expensive, larger


15 lots you are buying.  And if you go to higher density,


16 you are into a different construction type.


17              So just to use household Group 6, for


18 example, they make $60,000 to $75,000 of annual income.


19 And a typical Group 6 might be two adults with


20 school-age children, one working full time and one


21 part-time.  These small lot, single-family houses or


22 attached houses are really the only option, if they want


23 to own a home, if they want to have some ground for a


24 yard, and if they want to avoid being cost burdened.  So


25 that's why we're looking carefully at the supply of R2
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1 and R2.5 zoning.


2              So I think our argument here is it's very


3 important for this scale of zoning to exist for


4 affordability, but there are a variety of forms it could


5 take.  So the form we saw pictures of was this detached


6 skinny houses.  But you can have, at the same density, a


7 whole variety of other housing types.  And we heard


8 testimony from Concordia that they weren't necessarily


9 against density.  What they were concerned about was the


10 form of the skinny houses.


11              So for example, these are at the same


12 density, they just happen to be pairs attached to each


13 other, rather than detached.  Or you can also do


14 cottage-type housing, which we have seen in Concordia,


15 as well, or accessory dwelling units, as another option.


16              So our recommendation in Concordia is to


17 not down zone the R2.5 or R5 areas.  But like


18 Eastmoreland, we believe there is a code solution that


19 would look at what are the appropriate forms in the R2.5


20 zone, through this single-family project.  And that's


21 the Staff recommendation to this particular request.


22              CHAIR BAUGH:  Discussion.  Chris?


23              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  So this is not an


24 issue with underlying old plats.  This is the actual


25 zoning, and that people are having problems with the
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1 zone design type?


2              MR. ENGSTROM:  In R2.5 it's both.  There's


3 underlying plats, and it's zoned for 2500-square-foot


4 lots.  So it's both.


5              CHAIR BAUGH:  Other discussion?


6              Are we okay with the recommendation?  I


7 think we're good.


8              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  I did have a


9 question, sorry, about -- just as a point of reference,


10 why didn't you discuss infrastructure in relation to


11 Eastmoreland, or did we discuss that at our July 2014 in


12 terms of access to --


13              MR. ENGSTROM:  We did provide the same


14 infrastructure on that in our Staff Report.  And


15 Concordia has better -- fewer constraints than


16 Eastmoreland.


17              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Okay.


18              MR. ENGSTROM:  But not a huge difference.


19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Okay.  We're okay with it.


20 Thanks.


21                    (Proceedings concluded at 1:15 p.m.)


22


23


24


25
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1    STATE OF OREGON  )


2                     )ss


3    COUNTY OF YAMHILL)


4


5             I, Deborah L. Cook, RPR, Certified Shorthand


6  Reporter in and for the State of Oregon, hereby


7  certify that at said time and place I reported in


8  stenotype all testimony adduced and other oral


9  proceedings had in the foregoing hearing; that


10  thereafter my notes were transcribed by computer-aided


11  transcription by me personally; and that the foregoing


12  transcript contains a full, true and correct record of


13  such testimony adduced and other oral proceedings had,


14  and of the whole thereof.


15             Witness my hand and seal at Dundee, Oregon,


16  this 25th day of November, 2015.


17


18


19


20                          DEBORAH L. COOK, RPR
                         Certified Shorthand Reporter


21                          OREGON CSR #04-0389
                         CALIFORNIA CSR #12886


22                          WASHINGTON CSR #2992


23


24


25
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Portland Neighborhood Coalition Directors and Chairs Group

Portland Comp Plan Update

COMMENTS REGARDING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

12/10/15



TO:  		Portland City Council

FROM:  	Neighborhood Coalition Leaders and Staff

RE:		COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN THE COMP PLAN

Neighborhood coalition leaders and staff, from all seven of Portland’s neighborhood coalitions, want to share with you some important concerns about the community engagement in the update of Portland’s Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan).

Our group held a special three-hour meeting on November 12, 2015 to discuss community concerns about how BPS engaged the community in the update of the Comp Plan.

We recognize that lots of process took place, but we also are hearing strong concerns in the community about the quality of these processes, who was heard, and what impact community member input has had on the development of the recommended draft.

A key message is that both planning staff and community members need more time, and that the process needs to have enough resources and realistic timelines to ensure that the community effectively is involved in shaping the final products. 

As leaders and staff for Portland’s seven neighborhood coalitions, we want to share with you below what we are hearing and what we believe to be accurate.

SUMMARY OF KEY THEMES

Process did not follow Proposed “Chapter 2—Community Engagement” goals and policies

· We recognize that the recommended “Chapter 2: Community Engagement” language includes goals and policies that set strong expectations for good community engagement. We find it ironic and disturbing that the process used to engage the community in the Comp Plan Update did not follow these recommended goals and policies.

Community input appears to have had little effect

· We found many instances in which community members and neighborhood and community organizations provided extensive and detailed input but did not see that their input had any effect on the final product.

· Neighborhood and community groups and community members often did not receive a formal acknowledgement that their input was received, and often received no feedback on what was done with their input.

· In some cases, more savvy neighborhood and community activists who really understood the system and had good inside relationships were able to move some of their priorities forward. However, community members, in general, appear to have had little effect on the outcomes.

Decision making processes were not transparent

· Rather than a transparent, “additive,” process by which community members could see how different products and documents evolved, community input seemed to go into a BPS “black box” in which decisions were made without any explanation of how community input was or was not used and why. Community members complain that they are not able to “reverse engineer” BPS decisions to understand how these decisions were made.

· Community members want to know: What was the decision making logic? Were decisions just made by senior planners? What criteria did they use and what level of understanding of the prior community input and existing plans did they bring to their decisions?

· Recommendations in this process often appear to have gone forward without support of the groups that had been involved in helping develop the recommendations. 

Lack of Community Access to Planning Commission

· Many community members feel that the Planning and Sustainability Commission (PSC) was not accessible to the community during the process. Community input to the PSC was filtered through the staff. Community members do not feel confident that PSC members adequately were aware of and understood community concerns and recommendations.

Disconnect with prior, existing plans and earlier products

· The Comp Plan Recommended Draft proposals and recommendations do not appear to reflect earlier aspirational goal and policy language—e.g. visionPDX, Portland Plan, earlier Comp Plan aspirations, goals for specific zoning, Zoning Code density standards, existing plan districts, etc. For instance, the Comp Plan map and zoning updates and changes being proposed do not seem to correlate with the aspirational language in the Comp Plan goals and policies.

· The Comp Plan Recommended Draft does not appear to incorporate and reflect other existing plans that often were developed with significant community input:  e.g. District Plans, Parks Vision 2020, Climate Action Plan, Age-Friendly City Plan, etc.



Community engagement processes were not designed to be appropriate to different audiences

· Community engagement should focus on helping community members understand how a project or proposed policies will affect them and their community and how they can have an effect on the issues that are most relevant to them. 

· Many community members and organizations did not have the capacity to get themselves up to the level at which planning staff were working.

· Much of the community outreach and engagement was done in language and formats that many community people could not understand. Outreach and engagement also was not designed to be accessible to many different groups of people in our community and often was not tailored adequately to the needs and context and communication styles of different cultural communities.

· Outreach also was not tailored adequately to different areas of the city. Too many presentations had a general city-wide focus and were not relevant or useful to community members—community members could not see how the issues and processes would affect them and what they could do to affect outcomes that mattered to them.

· Outreach also needed to be staged and tailored to audiences with different levels of interest and expertise. Too much of the information came all at once. Processes needed to make sure that the right people were in the room for the content being presented—e.g. “101” sessions for people who are very new to planning, and more advanced sessions for more experienced people. 

Multiple Projects were underway in parallel without being clearly integrated

· Too many different planning projects were underway at the same time. It was not clear to most community members how they all fit together. Even the most savvy and experienced neighborhood and community activists had trouble following and understanding what was happening.

· BPS staff also often were overwhelmed and said they did not understand how all the pieces fit together. This made it difficult for them to help the community engage effectively.

· The Comp Plan is about much more than just land use, including transportation, bikes, parks, etc. This process affects so many different areas important to the community that is was easy for community members to lose track. Many felt that the whole picture was not being looked at.

Projects were not pursued in a logical sequence with adequate time

· Projects at different levels of the planning process were happening all at the same time, rather than a logical progression from the most broad to the most specific. Implementation projects were started before goals and policies were finished, and often shared the same deadlines.

· The process also was marked by a feeling that BPS staff were rushing to get everything done to meet what appeared to be artificial deadlines. This appeared to sacrifice the goals of producing a quality product and ensuring that the community understood and was able to provide meaningful input and have an effect on the outcomes.

· In some cases, staff reports were released to the community with only a week for the community to review and respond. This was completely inadequate given the complexity and importance of many of these products.

· Many community members feel overwhelmed and exhausted trying to follow, understand, and participate in all the different processes that were happening at the same time.

· Both planning staff and community members need more time.

Inadequate Resources

· BPS staff were overwhelmed by the scope and complexity of the processes and products they needed to deliver. While some planning staff tried hard to engage the community, BPS did not have enough people and resources to adequately involve the community in all the different projects. 

· BPS staff did not have the resources to acknowledge, consider, and respond adequately and effectively to all the community input. This resulted in many community members and organizations feeling that their input was not heard or considered.

“One-size fits all policies” do not work for many parts of Portland

· The Mixed Use Zoning project proposes a one-size fits all approach at the general level that amplifies the drive toward greater density and other effects that often contradict the goals of existing plan districts and disregard existing plans and public input. The more fine grain levels and impacts of these proposed policies are not clear. 

· The “five Portlands” approach does not describe the Portland community members see. We need zoning and planning that reflects the neighborhoods in question.

· No mechanisms exist for neighborhood associations to have a say in design and development in their neighborhoods.

· Neighborhood livability is being sacrificed for regulatory simplicity.

Lack of adequate analysis and modeling—identification of unintended consequences

· BPS generally has not analyzed adequately the different proposed policies to identify their likely, real-world outcomes in the community.

· Analysis has been limited primarily to static studies. Finer grained studies of the likely impacts on local areas have not been done. Analysis tools have not been responsive to the questions that the community is asking.

· BPS also does not track the actual impact of adopted policies on different neighborhoods in Portland.

· Community members already are seeing unintended consequences of this process. It’s important to daylight these consequences earlier rather than later. Some additional mechanism is needed to identify and respond to these unintended consequences as the many elements of the Comp Plan are implemented.
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Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association 
 

6123 SE Reed College Place Portland, Oregon 97202 
 

December 7, 2015 

Mayor Hales and Commissioners Fish, Fritz, Novick, and Saltzman 
City Hall 
1221 SW 4th Ave 
Portland, Oregon 97204 
 
Dear Mayor Hales and Commissioners Fish, Fritz, Novick, and Saltzman: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed comprehensive plan.  I am sorry 
that the first speaker in the testimony on the new comprehensive plan would have had the job 
of bringing negative news to your attention.  Believe me, this was not a job I expected or 
wanted.  However, the process to date has violated the citizen involvement requirements of 
Policy and Objective 9.3 of the Comprehensive Plan, which remains in effect.   

The special target of this violation has been the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association (ENA).  
On the specific topic of neighborhood-wide zoning, ENA has contributed far more detailed, 
factual evidence and information into the record, and produced more thoughtful comments by 
more neighbors, than any other neighborhood.  Nonetheless, as detailed below,  both the 
process and the outcome up to this point have favored other neighborhoods making similar 
requests (or even not having made a request at all), while Eastmoreland has been subjected to 
malign neglect at the best of times and misrepresentation and punishment for the rest.  We are 
not unique victims of the current process.  I have attached the Portland Neighborhood Coalition 
Directors and Chairs Group’s comments on community engagement in the current 
Comprehensive Plan process.1 
 
As a young intern at Legislative Research in the early 1970s, I worked on Senate Bill 100.  I can 
remember writing a report at the time recommending its many excellent features.  One 
important facet of Senate Bill 100 – now our comprehensive planning law – is the focus on 
public involvement. 
 
Although I was not active in the 1980 plan, it represented a high point in public involvement 

                                                           
1 Portland Neighborhood Coalition Directors and Chairs Group’s Comments Regarding Community Engagement, 
Neighborhood Coalition Leaders and Staff, December 10, 2015. 
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Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association 
 

6123 SE Reed College Place Portland, Oregon 97202 
 

with the mayor and senior planners visiting the neighborhoods and responding -- directly -- to 
issues raised in the plan; unlike the current process, a point by point record exists on issues as 
far down the ladder of importance.  

This has not been the case in the proposed plan.  As a replacement for public involvement, we 
have seen a great deal of public “process.”  However, public involvement is a two way 
street.  Public involvement does not involve either ignoring or disparaging valid planning efforts 
by neighborhoods and coalitions.  Sadly, this has been the case across the city -- and especially 
now in Eastmoreland. 
 
Eastmoreland is an older neighborhood with older homes.  By design, the majority of lots west 
of 36th are larger than the current standards for R7.  Eastmoreland, for many years, has also 
included the homes between SE 36th and SE 39th.  Different portions have different characters.  
For example, 65% of the lots north of SE Bybee and east of 36th are larger than R7.  South of 
Berkeley Park that proportion falls to 21%. 

Eastmoreland is currently zoned R7 and R5.2  Changes in the city zoning rules have changed the 
vast majority of the area to R2.5 in practice, since the original marketing divisions (aka "lot 
lines") have been redefined as buildable lots and our many corners in this neighborhood have 
also been in effect rezoned.  This recent change was undertaken without adequate notice or 
adequate public debate.  It has created a situation where Eastmoreland's homes are being 
picked off one by one, demolished and replaced by larger homes on significantly smaller lots. 
And this is just the start. 
 
It should be understood that this is not "affordable housing".  In fact, it is the exact opposite as 
many affordable older homes are disappearing in favor of million dollar McMansions with 
minimal yards and minimal trees.  This is not hyperbole.  It is a fact of life in our neighborhood.  
Anyone who claims that current practices in Eastmoreland are producing affordable housing is 
either disingenuous or dreaming. 
 
Two years ago, I submitted a letter asking for the area to be downzoned to R7.  This would 

                                                           
2 One two lot corner is zoned R2.5. 
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Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association 
 

6123 SE Reed College Place Portland, Oregon 97202 
 

bring the minimum lot size back into balance with the existing use.3  The letter was accepted 
and placed in the comprehensive plan process. 

The staff review indicated support of a portion of the proposal.4 We subsequently researched 
and developed a full blown analysis to justify all aspects of our request. 

The testimony and studies to support this were prepared by our land use committee with 
extensive planning experience and qualifications.  The proposal had been developed through 
public involvement -- true public involvement -- and was supported by the vast majority of the 
residents of Eastmoreland and adopted by the ENA Board of Directors. 
 
At this point, our experience turned bitterly disappointing.  A summary of the neighborhood’s 
comments which thoroughly mischaracterized ENA’s proposal was distributed by city staff to 
the Planning and Sustainability Commission before the closing date for testimony and before 
they considered our testimony and studies.  The explanation, made to you last week, was that 
there was a scheduling problem.  The explanation is facile and fails to address the very real 
problems that ENA has been discussing with BPS staff for three years. It appears that 
Eastmoreland has been singled out for punishment.  The whys and wherefores are difficult to 
understand.  We have submitted an Oregon Public Records request to the Bureau of Planning 
and Sustainability in order to discover what happened; we will pursue that request to the full 
extent of the law.  Weeks have now passed, but we have not received a substantive response. 
 
Even more incomprehensible is the derisive treatment the neighborhood received, not only in 
the staff summary of ENA’s issues, but in the nature of the presentation of those issues to the 
PSC.  The great number of comments addressing the change was noted in the planning staff's 
preemptive report, but the overwhelming support of ENA’s proposal was dismissed by staff.  
Instead, staff engaged in an exercise in false equivalency by giving equal emphasis to the 
negative comments (some irrelevant) received in opposition to ENA’s proposal from 10 percent 
of the respondents.  Proponent comments were also dismissed on the basis that “Eastmoreland 
residents submitted testimony supporting the proposal on the assumption that it would slow 

                                                           
3 Request for Land Use Zone Change from R5 to R7 for areas within the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association 
Boundary, Robert McCullough, December 20, 2013. 
4 Re: Request for Comprehensive Plan Map and Zoning Map Changes in Eastmoreland, Eric Enstrom, April 28, 2014. 
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the rate of neighborhood change,”5   Given the expertise of the participants, the professional 
quality of the materials submitted, and the offhand level disrespect, this comment was viewed 
as insulting.  Not surprisingly, we objected at that time, provided further rebuttal testimony, 
and posed a number of material questions that we hoped would be presented to the PSC for 
the purposes of discussion and to address the concerns we raised. 

The discussion of Eastmoreland was carried over to a second work session. In that session, staff 
spent most of the time talking about other, selected parts of the city that they felt should be 
downzoned for a variety of reasons.  At the same time, they isolated Eastmoreland as a special 
case on the basis that there was supposedly a mix of lot sizes that supposedly disqualified it 
from being a pure R7. However, there is nothing in the code that talks about pure or mixed 
communities, but rather about the prevailing lot pattern, density, and lot standards.  Staff 
muddled this information by basing its analysis on lot size by block to highlight certain 
variations, while failing to address the criteria in the code. Despite the extensive discussion of 
the criteria and detailed analysis provided by Eastmoreland, staff chose to ignore ENA’s 
arguments entirely.  It failed to present, highlight, or refer to ENA’s testimony.  In an apparent 
state of confusion, staff was unable to answer the questions of impacts or to justify its efforts at 
segmentation of the neighborhood. Then, staff claimed that the change advocated by ENA 
would have little impact on the neighborhood and no significant impact on density.6  A central 
theme was that Eastmoreland’s concerns might best be handled in an as yet unannounced 
process that would be “half done” this fall, whatever--if anything--that means.7 

The meeting of the Planning and Sustainability Commission was well attended by interested 
parties from the neighborhood.  By the rules of the Commission, we were not allowed to 
participate, but had been assured that the staff would present our testimony and studies in a 
positive fashion.  This commitment was not honored by any stretch of the imagination.   

                                                           
5 Memo to the Planning and Sustainability Commission, Deborah Stein, February 25, 2014, page 19. 
6 “Eastmoreland and Portsmouth changes have no projected impact on development capacity because there is 
very little vacant and underutilized land within these two areas.”  Memo to the Planning and Sustainability 
Commission from Deborah Stein, February 25, 2014, page 19. 
7 PORTLAND PLANNING and SUSTAINABILITY COMMISSION FOR THE COUNTY OF MULTNOMAH, Portland, Oregon 
Tuesday, May 12, 2015 at 12:30 p.m., RE: COOMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE, page 28. 
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I have attached a transcript of the meeting in question.  At page 5, you will see that Ms. Stein 
commenced lobbying against the change in zoning.8  A central theme was that while other parts 
of the city should be rezoned, Eastmoreland should be treated differently.  On page 17, Ms. 
Stein finally concludes:  “And with respect to Eastmoreland, we would recommend that you 
consider these options. One would be to retain the R5 and address the issues through code, or 
we would recommend that you would look at down designating the area within the existing 
Eastmoreland plan district from R5 to R7.”9  The PSC members were either left confused or 
convinced that there was no basis for the ENA request as summarized in the staff report 
discussed above.   

It was clear from the dialog during the session that no one had read the testimony and studies 
submitted.  When staff were asked about the facts, they were not able to answer.  Moreover, 
they did not even ask for leave to get the answer from the authors of the studies, who were in 
attendance.  The meeting was so chaotic and so disrespectful to the neighborhood that I have 
included a transcript of the hearing.  For example, when asked the impact the zoning change 
might have, the staff simply answered that they did not know -- even though the materials had 
been in their possession for weeks and had been discussed extensively with the planning 
liaison.10 
 
While the violation of the commitment to present the facts was serious, it was far less serious 
than the chief planner's decision to take up much of the session lobbying the Planning and 
Sustainability Commission to reject ENA’s proposal.  The dialog between the chief planner and 
the chair appears at pages 24 through 40 of the transcript.  While the chair repeatedly asked if 
there was a way to solve the problem, the chief planner argued that it should not be addressed 
since it was to be solved in some other process.11 

In the end, other neighborhoods, which had not demonstrated or provided the factual or public 
support evidenced by Eastmoreland, were granted R7 status.  In our case, a bizarrely confused 
dialog ended with the R7 application being rejected and the entire neighborhood proposed to 
be rezoned R5, presumably including even the areas currently zoned R2.5 and R7!  

                                                           
8 Ibid., page 5. 
9 Ibid., page 17. 
10 Ibid., page 37. 
11 Ibid., page 24. 
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Why was Eastmoreland singled out for special treatment?  We do not know.  Why was the 
significant work put into our effort ignored?  Again, we do not know.  This material has been 
provided to the PSC and you, our City Council.  Rod Merrick, our land use co-chair and a 
respected architect, has testified to bring your attention to these issues at the City Council 
hearings on the comprehensive plan.  Mr. Merrick's submission goes to the merits, and I pray 
you will judge it on its merits--not the biases of the planning staff. 
 
As you know, I have a long professional career with extensive participation in and before 
decision making bodies at the local, state, and federal levels.  I was shocked by the miscarriage 
of due process in this instance, and I have worked extensively in Louisiana and Illinois--states 
where the democratic practice has been known to have its rough edges.   

This letter explains why one community within Portland remains disappointed and angered by 
the dismissive treatment and perversion of the decision making process before the PSC.  Drive 
down our streets, especially in the southeast quarter, and witness the replacement of modest 
viable housing with large and far more expensive housing.  That is the result of misguided 
planning decisions.  We ask you to reconsider the record testimony, and grant the designation 
to R7 from R5 for all of our neighborhood.  

Yours on behalf of the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association, 

 

Robert McCullough 

President 
Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association 
6123 SE Reed College Place 
Portland, Oregon 97202 
 
Attachments: 
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Portland Neighborhood Coalition Directors and Chairs Group 

Portland Comp Plan Update 

COMMENTS REGARDING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

12/10/15 

 

TO:    Portland City Council 

FROM:   Neighborhood Coalition Leaders and Staff 

RE:  COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN THE COMP PLAN 

Neighborhood coalition leaders and staff, from all seven of Portland’s neighborhood coalitions, 
want to share with you some important concerns about the community engagement in the 
update of Portland’s Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan). 

Our group held a special three-hour meeting on November 12, 2015 to discuss community 
concerns about how BPS engaged the community in the update of the Comp Plan. 

We recognize that lots of process took place, but we also are hearing strong concerns in the 
community about the quality of these processes, who was heard, and what impact community 
member input has had on the development of the recommended draft. 

A key message is that both planning staff and community members need more time, and that 
the process needs to have enough resources and realistic timelines to ensure that the 
community effectively is involved in shaping the final products.  

As leaders and staff for Portland’s seven neighborhood coalitions, we want to share with you 
below what we are hearing and what we believe to be accurate. 

SUMMARY OF KEY THEMES 

Process did not follow Proposed “Chapter 2—Community Engagement” goals and policies 

• We recognize that the recommended “Chapter 2: Community Engagement” language 
includes goals and policies that set strong expectations for good community 
engagement. We find it ironic and disturbing that the process used to engage the 
community in the Comp Plan Update did not follow these recommended goals and 
policies. 

Community input appears to have had little effect 

• We found many instances in which community members and neighborhood and 
community organizations provided extensive and detailed input but did not see that 
their input had any effect on the final product. 
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• Neighborhood and community groups and community members often did not receive a 
formal acknowledgement that their input was received, and often received no feedback 
on what was done with their input. 

• In some cases, more savvy neighborhood and community activists who really 
understood the system and had good inside relationships were able to move some of 
their priorities forward. However, community members, in general, appear to have had 
little effect on the outcomes. 

Decision making processes were not transparent 

• Rather than a transparent, “additive,” process by which community members could see 
how different products and documents evolved, community input seemed to go into a 
BPS “black box” in which decisions were made without any explanation of how 
community input was or was not used and why. Community members complain that 
they are not able to “reverse engineer” BPS decisions to understand how these 
decisions were made. 

• Community members want to know: What was the decision making logic? Were 
decisions just made by senior planners? What criteria did they use and what level of 
understanding of the prior community input and existing plans did they bring to their 
decisions? 

• Recommendations in this process often appear to have gone forward without support 
of the groups that had been involved in helping develop the recommendations.  

Lack of Community Access to Planning Commission 

• Many community members feel that the Planning and Sustainability Commission (PSC) 
was not accessible to the community during the process. Community input to the PSC 
was filtered through the staff. Community members do not feel confident that PSC 
members adequately were aware of and understood community concerns and 
recommendations. 

Disconnect with prior, existing plans and earlier products 

• The Comp Plan Recommended Draft proposals and recommendations do not appear to 
reflect earlier aspirational goal and policy language—e.g. visionPDX, Portland Plan, 
earlier Comp Plan aspirations, goals for specific zoning, Zoning Code density standards, 
existing plan districts, etc. For instance, the Comp Plan map and zoning updates and 
changes being proposed do not seem to correlate with the aspirational language in the 
Comp Plan goals and policies. 

• The Comp Plan Recommended Draft does not appear to incorporate and reflect other 
existing plans that often were developed with significant community input:  e.g. District 
Plans, Parks Vision 2020, Climate Action Plan, Age-Friendly City Plan, etc. 
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Community engagement processes were not designed to be appropriate to different audiences 

• Community engagement should focus on helping community members understand how 
a project or proposed policies will affect them and their community and how they can 
have an effect on the issues that are most relevant to them.  

• Many community members and organizations did not have the capacity to get 
themselves up to the level at which planning staff were working. 

• Much of the community outreach and engagement was done in language and formats 
that many community people could not understand. Outreach and engagement also 
was not designed to be accessible to many different groups of people in our community 
and often was not tailored adequately to the needs and context and communication 
styles of different cultural communities. 

• Outreach also was not tailored adequately to different areas of the city. Too many 
presentations had a general city-wide focus and were not relevant or useful to 
community members—community members could not see how the issues and 
processes would affect them and what they could do to affect outcomes that mattered 
to them. 

• Outreach also needed to be staged and tailored to audiences with different levels of 
interest and expertise. Too much of the information came all at once. Processes needed 
to make sure that the right people were in the room for the content being presented—
e.g. “101” sessions for people who are very new to planning, and more advanced 
sessions for more experienced people.  

Multiple Projects were underway in parallel without being clearly integrated 

• Too many different planning projects were underway at the same time. It was not clear 
to most community members how they all fit together. Even the most savvy and 
experienced neighborhood and community activists had trouble following and 
understanding what was happening. 

• BPS staff also often were overwhelmed and said they did not understand how all the 
pieces fit together. This made it difficult for them to help the community engage 
effectively. 

• The Comp Plan is about much more than just land use, including transportation, bikes, 
parks, etc. This process affects so many different areas important to the community that 
is was easy for community members to lose track. Many felt that the whole picture was 
not being looked at. 

Projects were not pursued in a logical sequence with adequate time 

• Projects at different levels of the planning process were happening all at the same time, 
rather than a logical progression from the most broad to the most specific. 
Implementation projects were started before goals and policies were finished, and often 
shared the same deadlines. 
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• The process also was marked by a feeling that BPS staff were rushing to get everything 
done to meet what appeared to be artificial deadlines. This appeared to sacrifice the 
goals of producing a quality product and ensuring that the community understood and 
was able to provide meaningful input and have an effect on the outcomes. 

• In some cases, staff reports were released to the community with only a week for the 
community to review and respond. This was completely inadequate given the 
complexity and importance of many of these products. 

• Many community members feel overwhelmed and exhausted trying to follow, 
understand, and participate in all the different processes that were happening at the 
same time. 

• Both planning staff and community members need more time. 

Inadequate Resources 

• BPS staff were overwhelmed by the scope and complexity of the processes and products 
they needed to deliver. While some planning staff tried hard to engage the community, 
BPS did not have enough people and resources to adequately involve the community in 
all the different projects.  

• BPS staff did not have the resources to acknowledge, consider, and respond adequately 
and effectively to all the community input. This resulted in many community members 
and organizations feeling that their input was not heard or considered. 

“One-size fits all policies” do not work for many parts of Portland 

• The Mixed Use Zoning project proposes a one-size fits all approach at the general level 
that amplifies the drive toward greater density and other effects that often contradict 
the goals of existing plan districts and disregard existing plans and public input. The 
more fine grain levels and impacts of these proposed policies are not clear.  

• The “five Portlands” approach does not describe the Portland community members see. 
We need zoning and planning that reflects the neighborhoods in question. 

• No mechanisms exist for neighborhood associations to have a say in design and 
development in their neighborhoods. 

• Neighborhood livability is being sacrificed for regulatory simplicity. 

Lack of adequate analysis and modeling—identification of unintended consequences 

• BPS generally has not analyzed adequately the different proposed policies to identify 
their likely, real-world outcomes in the community. 

• Analysis has been limited primarily to static studies. Finer grained studies of the likely 
impacts on local areas have not been done. Analysis tools have not been responsive to 
the questions that the community is asking. 

• BPS also does not track the actual impact of adopted policies on different 
neighborhoods in Portland. 
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• Community members already are seeing unintended consequences of this process. It’s 
important to daylight these consequences earlier rather than later. Some additional 
mechanism is needed to identify and respond to these unintended consequences as the 
many elements of the Comp Plan are implemented. 
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1                         PROCEEDINGS

2              Tuesday May 12, 2015, at 12:30 p.m.

3

4              MR. ZEHNDER:  Just a couple items on the

5 Director's Reports.  Two reports we're going to send you

6 links to that have been released recently that are

7 relative to the comprehensive plan and just the work of

8 the Commission.  The first is the State of Black Oregon

9 Report.  There's actually a city club sort of

10 presentation and discussion of it, I think, this Friday,

11 but we will send the link to all the Commissioners.

12              And within that report it covers a full

13 range of topics, but there's a consideration of

14 development and gentrification in that report, as well.

15 And then the second one is the State of Housing in

16 Portland, which is a recent report prepared by the

17 Portland Housing Bureau, just sort of a snapshot of

18 housing conditions and affordability across the city

19 that is very informative to our work.  So I wanted to

20 let you know about those, and we will send you the link

21 so you can take a look at your convenience.

22              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  So this Wednesday,

23 actually tomorrow, is Multnomah County Budget Forum

24 being held at IRCO.  And it will -- there's a number of

25 individuals testifying on their budget priorities,
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1 including planning and development.  So that will be at

2 IRCO, and you can find that information -- actually, I

3 have some postcards I can pass around, but that may be

4 of interest.

5              CHAIR BAUGH:  Thank you.  Other items?  We

6 have two Consent Agenda items, and we will take them

7 separately.

8              Consideration of minutes from 4/28/15

9 meeting.  Will they be accepted or approved?

10              CHAIR BAUGH:  Aye.

11              COMMISSIONER GRAY:  Aye.

12              COMMISSIONER HOUCK:  Aye.

13              COMMISSIONER OXMAN:  Aye.

14              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  Aye.

15              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Aye.

16              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  Aye.

17              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  Aye.

18              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Aye.

19              CHAIR BAUGH:  That passes.

20              Right-of-way No. 7880 for buttress

21 prevacation North Terminal Road east of North Lombard

22 Street.

23              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  Second.

24              CHAIR BAUGH:  That's been moved and

25 seconded.  All in favor?
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1              CHAIR BAUGH:  Aye.

2              COMMISSIONER GRAY:  Aye.

3              COMMISSIONER HOUCK:  Aye.

4              COMMISSIONER OXMAN:  Aye.

5              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  Aye.

6              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Aye.

7              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  Aye.

8              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  Aye.

9              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Aye.

10              CHAIR BAUGH:  That passes.

11              Introductions.

12              MR. ENGSTROM:  Thank you, Chair Baugh.

13 This is one of a number of Comprehensive Plan work

14 sessions, as you know.  I think this is No. 6.  We have

15 two primary subjects today, as you already indicated.

16 The first piece, Deborah and I will go over a number of

17 issues related to residential densities.  She'll start

18 out, and then I have a follow-up related to Concordia.

19              And then the second half -- or second major

20 component of today is the economic follow-up as you

21 noted, which has a number of sub issues that you already

22 identified.

23              And then we will wrap up with a brief

24 discussion of where we are in your review of the consent

25 list that we sent you, and then we will go over and do Q
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1 and A on the next steps.  As Chair Baugh indicated,

2 we're working towards Commission recommendation by

3 July 14th at this stage, so I will go over what the

4 agendas are for the next few meetings just to make sure

5 everybody is clear on that.

6              MS. STEIN:  Good afternoon.  So I will be

7 talking about residential densities.  I think this is

8 part 4 of the set of discussions about residential

9 densities.  And today I will be talking specifically

10 about some changes from R5 to R7.

11              So you will recall that the July 2014 map

12 proposal included a set of down designations that we

13 labeled as distance from centers in corridors, and

14 prevalent lot patterns.  And the objective of that set

15 of proposals was to adjust residential densities to

16 better align the Comprehensive Plan designation with the

17 lot patterns.  And we were looking at areas with two

18 features.  One was that they were relatively distant

19 from centers and corridors, and areas where the existing

20 development pattern is predominantly at a lower density

21 than what the Comprehensive Plan currently allows.

22              The proposals that we presented to you back

23 in July, 2014, originated with a request by the Reed

24 Neighborhood back in 2011.  And that was followed by a

25 similar request by Eastmoreland Neighborhood
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1 Association.

2              And so like other things we have done

3 through this process, we wanted to make sure that we

4 were looking at like situations and treating them in

5 like ways.  So Staff scanned the city at the time to

6 identify any additional areas in the city, again,

7 outside of centers and corridors, and where there's a

8 general pattern of lots that are approaching or

9 exceeding R7.  We wanted to consider all of those

10 together.

11              So you might recall the map on the left

12 shows, I think, nine areas, and then there's another map

13 on the right.  These are the sets of areas that had

14 those characteristics I just described.  Again, R5 areas

15 that are distant from centers and corridors, and areas

16 where either the zoning currently is R7, but the

17 Comprehensive Plan doesn't match.  We have several where

18 we have R7, slash, R5.  So we looked at those areas, and

19 then we also looked at those areas that have the zoning

20 and Comprehensive Plan designation of R5 but seemed to

21 meet more of an R7 density pattern, and you can see the

22 names of the neighborhoods listed to the right.

23              So we did have a couple of initial

24 conversations with you about this already, so you might

25 recall them.  And these were the takeaways that Staff
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1 heard from your discussion.  And the three takeaways

2 were, first, be clear about what problem we're trying to

3 solve.  Second is, let's make sure we're consistent

4 across the city.  And third we heard a message that was,

5 keep it simple.  Don't make this too complicated.  So we

6 have used these takeaways as guideposts for our

7 follow-up analysis that we're going to be describing to

8 you today.

9              So Staff pored through a great deal of

10 testimony, and from that testimony we derived a set of

11 issues or problems that were identified by neighbors

12 that were in support of their request to do the down

13 designation.  And we reviewed these issues or problems

14 in order to ascertain two things.  One is, which of

15 these are most appropriately addressed by changing the

16 map from R5 to R7.  And secondly, which are, instead,

17 most appropriately addressed through a zoning code

18 change, as opposed to a map change.

19              So Staff would assert that of this list --

20 and again, this is not a full list, but I think these

21 are some of the major things that came out in the

22 testimony.  Of this list, we would say that the down

23 designation, a map change, could address the first two

24 items that are listed there.  We would say that large

25 and small lots can be reestablished based on historic
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1 underlying lot lines where they exist.  And that's

2 something we talked to you about at one of your earlier

3 work sessions.

4              And so as I had mentioned then, there is a

5 difference between the minimum lot size, depending on

6 whether the base zone in the Comprehensive Plan

7 designation, is R5 or R7.  So that does, in fact, make a

8 difference.  And while a map change will not erase or

9 negate the underlying lot lines, it would increase the

10 minimum lot size of any new lot that can legally be

11 required -- or legally be created.

12              So there could be a net decrease in the

13 number of skinnier, smaller lots in a neighborhood,

14 depending on what that zone is.  Now, larger lots can

15 currently be divided, based on allowable lot size in R5.

16 But larger lots still would be able to be divided, even

17 if it were changed to R7.  So it's going to depend on

18 the size to determine which lots would still be

19 dividable, even if we were to make the change.

20              But again, there may be a slight decrease

21 in the number of new lots created through land divisions

22 if we were to change to R7 because fewer lots will be

23 large enough to allow that division.  So that makes

24 sense.

25              Now, the next set of issues while we have
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1 heard quite a bit of testimony about these, and we know

2 that these are important, we would assert that these are

3 better addressed through code changes, rather than

4 through map changes.  So demolition of homes in good

5 condition -- and similarly, we heard some of the issues

6 about landscape, mature landscaping, tree canopy.  Those

7 are all things that would be better addressed through

8 code changes, rather than map changes.

9              The concern about new development being out

10 of scale with existing homes, again, we think that that

11 is something better addressed through a code change

12 rather than a map change.  We did hear some concern

13 about duplexes on corner lots, and that is something

14 that could be addressed through some code changes to

15 address scale, or development standards, but still

16 allowing for duplexes on corner lots.  That could be

17 something that could be addressed.

18              And then another really key issue that we

19 have heard from testimony is the loss of economic and/or

20 generational diversity within a neighborhood when

21 smaller homes are replaced by larger and more expensive

22 homes.  Very important issue, but not really most

23 appropriately addressed by a map change.  We think that

24 could be a code change.

25              So let me describe to you what our
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1 analytical approach was very briefly.  We went back and

2 reexamined all the study areas that I showed on that

3 earlier map where we had originally proposed the R7,

4 back in the July 2014 proposal.

5              And we looked at concentrations of lots

6 within each of these study areas, where the

7 concentration of lots meet or exceed 6,370 square feet.

8 And why that number is because that represents R7

9 density.  So basically we're looking at an area where

10 there were great concentrations of lots that were at or

11 above that size to determine whether those had what we

12 would call a predominant R7 character or quality already

13 existing.

14              In addition to doing this analysis, which I

15 will show you some examples of it in a minute, we looked

16 at a number of additional maps for Eastmoreland that the

17 testimony that Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association

18 provided.  As you remember, they provided very well

19 documented testimony with a number of maps, and they did

20 their own analysis.  So we did consider that, as well.

21              And we also looked at a constraints

22 analysis to determine what environmental and/or

23 infrastructure constraints exist in each of those study

24 areas, based on our buildable lands inventory.

25              Showing you this map again, rather than
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1 show you the analyses for all ten areas that we looked

2 at, I am going to zero in on three of them to give you a

3 sense of what this analysis looked like, what these maps

4 looked like, to see where we were looking for

5 concentrations of lots that were at or exceeded the R7

6 densities.

7              So I have circled the areas that I am going

8 to show you.  One is Eastmoreland, one is an area in the

9 southern part of Lents, and one is one that straddles

10 Portsmouth and Kenton.

11              So starting with Kenton Portsmouth, this is

12 an example of this analysis map.  And because I know

13 it's hard to read the legend, I will give you a quick

14 tour here.  The dark red indicates blocks that have

15 concentration of 75 to 100 percent of the lots, within

16 each block, that are at or above R7 density.  Pink

17 represents 50 to 74 percent of the lots within that

18 block that are at the R7 densities.  Light blue is 24 to

19 49 percent, and then the dark blue on these maps is zero

20 to 23 percent.

21              Although, on this particular map, that's a

22 bit of an anomaly because the area that is shown in dark

23 blue, they are actually very large lots owned by Union

24 Pacific.  And they were sort of averaged out, so the

25 blue is an anomaly, and those lots are currently zoned
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1 for R7, and they have a designation of R5.

2              So here you can see that predominantly, the

3 area that is shown in color is at that R7 density.

4 There are a few -- few of the outlying areas are

5 slightly less printouts, but the red indicates that

6 75 percent or more are the R7 density areas.

7              The next area I have to show you is in

8 South Lents.  This is well outside of the Lents Town

9 Center.  And again, strong R7 character for most of the

10 area.  You will see a couple of little pockets with the

11 blue, meaning those are less concentrated, and the pink

12 is somewhere in between.  But fairly strong R7 density

13 that exists today, based on the lot size.

14              Now, this map shows Eastmoreland; same

15 blue, red, pink categorization.  The yellow circle we

16 have added since the last map.  That's the quarter mile

17 from the light rail station.  So as you heard from the

18 neighborhood, they don't feel like there's -- that most

19 of the neighborhood is within walking distance of that

20 light rail station.  So you can see that yellow circle,

21 that represents the quarter mile.

22              You will remember there's been quite a bit

23 of testimony from Eastmoreland, and they did submit a

24 request for the entire neighborhood, which is the full

25 colored area on this map to be down designated from R5
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1 to R7.  And the eastern boundary that you see here is

2 Caesar Chavez.  That's the eastern edge of the

3 neighborhood.

4              The neighborhood's reasons for proposing R7

5 were based on the historic development pattern as a lack

6 of access to transit and services.  And you also heard a

7 concern about loss of the architectural quality,

8 landscape quality, and there were a number of other

9 issues that they raised in their testimony.

10              In comparison with the other maps that I

11 just showed you, there's much more of a mix of lot sizes

12 within Eastmoreland.  Again, the red shows blocks that

13 have 75 percent or more at the R7 density.  And then the

14 dark blue is 25 or less.  And then it's different

15 percentages in between.

16              The -- let's see.  Oh, the other thing that

17 I would highlight here, it's not shown on the map, but

18 the nearest retail node is at Woodstock -- right about

19 here, Woodstock or -- right about here is where the

20 Woodstock commercial district starts.  So as the

21 neighbors attested, they don't have easy walking

22 distance to the commercial node there.

23              Now, South Burlingame hadn't been included

24 in the original July 24, 2014, for a down designation.

25 But through testimony, we heard a number of neighbors
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1 asking to be also considered for a down designation from

2 R5 to R7.  We hadn't selected this originally, because

3 it didn't pass the initial screen based on the proximity

4 of this particular neighborhood to commercial nodes.

5 And there is a commercial node down here, and this is

6 Barbur Boulevard, which is a major corridor, and there's

7 a commercial -- let's see, it's hard for me to see.  But

8 anyway, here.  There's a Fred Meyer, and then there's

9 another commercial area here.

10              So we did find that this area did have

11 better pedestrian access, much of the neighborhood has

12 much better pedestrian access to commercial nodes, and

13 to a major corridor.  But again, I wanted to bring this

14 to you, because there was quite a bit of testimony

15 asking for this to be down designated in a similar way.

16              Among the issues that South Burlingame

17 neighbors raised were some unimproved streets here,

18 which is true.  They are most notably, however, in the

19 areas with the greatest concentration of the R5 lots,

20 rather than the larger lots.  And substandard streets

21 are not a unique issue here, as you know.  There's quite

22 a few places in Southwest.

23              But for the most part we found that the

24 proximity to the commercial nodes would not support the

25 down designation.  The concerns, though, from the
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1 neighborhood did express very similar frustration about

2 the size and scale of in-fill development.  Similar to

3 what we have been hearing in Eastmoreland, and other

4 neighborhoods, as well, and the demolition of older

5 homes.  And some of the smaller homes being replaced by

6 larger homes.  So there's definitely a consistent theme

7 here in some of the concerns that prompted the request

8 in the first place.

9              So I would like to just outline our

10 findings from this analysis.  First, we found that of

11 the study areas we looked at, nine of them do have

12 fairly uniform lotting patterns based on that red, blue,

13 red, pink, blue model that I showed you.  Eastmoreland

14 and South Burlingame had more of a mix.  The other study

15 areas had much more uniform concentrations of R7 density

16 lots.

17              The second important find is that the

18 underlying lot lines, and the kind of development that

19 results as a -- as a result of those lot lines would

20 best be addressed through code changes, rather than map

21 changes.  And changing from R5 to R7, we do find it

22 would reduce the overall number of smaller lots that can

23 be reestablished, but we think a lot of the issues could

24 be better addressed through code.

25              In Eastmoreland the largest concentration
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1 of underlying lots is located east of Southeast 36th

2 where the lots predominantly match the R5 density.  And

3 the pattern of underlying lots continues eastward well

4 past 36th, and well beyond the edges of Eastmoreland

5 Neighborhood, which ends at Caesar Chavez.

6              So to really look at that as a prompting

7 for consideration, we would say, where would we end.  I

8 think that the pattern of underlying lots is not

9 confined to the boundaries of Eastmoreland.  So we would

10 say that that is something we really ought to be

11 addressing through a citywide approach, rather than

12 looking simply at a redesignation of Eastmoreland

13 itself.

14              So I would like to conclude with some

15 recommendations for you today.  And the first would be

16 that we recommend that you affirm the July 2014

17 proposals for R5 to R7.  However, I am going to show you

18 in a moment some options for Eastmoreland.  And then we

19 would also recommend that you retain the R5 in South

20 Burlingame, because of the proximity to services and

21 amenities.

22              But in addition, I want to say that we

23 would recommend that we would address the underlying lot

24 and scale issues on a citywide basis through code

25 changes, rather than map.  And with respect to
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1 Eastmoreland, we would recommend that you consider these

2 options.  One would be to retain the R5 and address the

3 issues through code, or we would recommend that you

4 would look at down designating the area within the

5 existing Eastmoreland plan district from R5 to R7.

6              Now, this is a slight modification to what

7 we originally proposed in July 2014 where we had

8 confined the down designation proposals to the area west

9 of 36th.  In this new revised proposal, we would

10 recommend going one set of lots east of 36th, because

11 that takes in the lots that comprise the plan district

12 boundaries, and the original boundaries of the

13 subdivision.

14              CHAIR BAUGH:  Do you have a visual of that,

15 Deborah?  It would be easier to contemplate.

16              MS. STEIN:  Yes, I can go back.  So this

17 map, again, shows the whole Eastmoreland neighborhood.

18              CHAIR BAUGH:  Where is 36th?

19              MS. STEIN:  This line is 36th here.  So you

20 can see -- and this ties back to some of the things we

21 heard you say in your earlier discussion.  Commissioner

22 Hanson had brought up the idea that there really is a

23 break in the neighborhood between the older curvilinear

24 pattern of streets, and then the grid pattern which

25 really that break occurs at 36th.
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1              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  There's even a

2 change in the name.  I think it's Berkeley.

3 Eastmoreland and then there's Berkeley.

4              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  Sounds like

5 California.

6              MS. STEIN:  So again, thinking about your

7 direction, Commissioner Hanson, about looking at the

8 physical characteristics that change at this line, as

9 well as your admonitions to keep it simple, we thought

10 that the Plan District Boundary would be the appropriate

11 boundary to apply the down designation.

12              Now, I will note the neighborhood has

13 asked, actually, to expand their Plan District to

14 encompass the full neighborhood boundary, but the plan

15 district boundaries aren't on the table right now.

16 We're really looking at the Comprehensive Plan

17 designation, not the plan district.

18              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  So one of the

19 options is east of 36th would retain the R5 designation,

20 and everything to the west would be R7?

21              MS. STEIN:  Correct.  And as I mentioned,

22 if you look at this line, the lot pattern, with the

23 exception of this block that is -- is that where the

24 church is?  I believe that might be a church.  But the

25 lotting pattern does change at that line to some degree.
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1 There's more of a concentration of 5,000-square foot

2 lots.  There's also the area where there's the largest

3 concentration of those underlying lots.  But that

4 concentration continues out east.  It doesn't stop at

5 the line, at Caesar Chavez.

6              And so with that, I will put it up for

7 questions and discussion.

8              CHAIR BAUGH:  Questions?  Discussion?

9 Comments?  Michelle.

10              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  So how many potential

11 housing units would we lose in Eastmoreland?  And also,

12 what are the -- can you identify all the green spaces on

13 the map?  Looks like there were parks and golf courses

14 and things.

15              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Can we keep it on

16 the map?

17              MS. STEIN:  Yeah, that's a good idea.  I am

18 going to look for the answer, because I have that right

19 here.  I have it right here.

20              (Inaudible indistinguishable discussions

21                away from mic.)

22              MS. STEIN:  So when we did the original

23 growth allocation, we had included some numbers in

24 our -- in a February report to you that showed that

25 Eastmoreland, there actually is not a very significant
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1 difference in the number of units.  And based on the

2 growth allocation, there's actually an increase, only

3 because we changed our assumptions about accessory

4 dwelling units.  But the capacity check, it looks like

5 there was -- let's see, two acres of vacant and

6 underutilized land in the analysis, capacity for five

7 new units on the existing plan; five with the proposed

8 plan.  So really not a material difference in the number

9 of units.

10              But I should note that's not taking into

11 account the narrower lots.  That's based on the R5

12 density, if you were doing land divisions.

13              CHAIR BAUGH:  Teresa.

14              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  So what happens

15 to the places that are already in an R5 or a different

16 lot configuration when you change it to R7?

17              MR. ENGSTROM:  They become nonconforming

18 density, essentially, which in a single dwelling zone

19 doesn't have a lot of meaning, because it's the -- the

20 development standards for lot -- for house development

21 on R5 and R7 are the same.  So there's not much effect

22 on the existing property owners.

23              The primary effect would be if you had a

24 bigger lot that was dividable under R5 that is no longer

25 dividable under 07, and Deborah said there's not much of
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1 that in this neighborhood anyway, the main capacity for

2 the development in Eastmoreland is accessory dwelling

3 units, and/or the skinny lot, or the substandard lot

4 provisions in the zoning code, not the basic R5 versus

5 R7.

6              It's hard to quantify, because you have to

7 document the lots, and we can't -- we don't have the

8 capacity to do a deed history on all the lots and

9 estimate that.  But you can get a sense of it from where

10 do those underlying plats exist.

11              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  And would that

12 then change in the density opportunity, also preclude

13 then further investment in transit and other things,

14 because you are basing those things off of density, as

15 well.

16              MR. ENGSTROM:  Because the neighborhood's

17 mostly already developed, the two zones are not going to

18 have a big impact on how the city plans transit, I don't

19 think, in this case.  It would if this was a vacant

20 piece of land and we were debating whether it was R5 or

21 R7.  R7 is less likely to receive frequent transit.

22              But in this case, you have an already

23 developed neighborhood that is, as the blue indicates,

24 is partly already developed in R5.  So the transit

25 planners are going to look at the actual density, more
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1 than the zone.

2              CHAIR BAUGH:  So I just -- so I just want

3 to walk kind of through some logic here for me.  If you

4 do the lot line adjustment, zoning code process, that's

5 going to solve some of these problems, correct?

6              MS. STEIN:  I think what it would solve --

7 well, depends on the outcomes of that project.  Because

8 the scope is still being developed.  But I think

9 certainly being able to address the scale of new

10 development, for example, if there are issues about

11 compatibility of what is built new that is bigger, and

12 less -- smaller setbacks, or scale is different than the

13 existing development, that's something that could be

14 addressed through code refinement.

15              There could be different minimum lot sizes

16 that could be imposed.  There are a number of things

17 that could be changed through code changes that would

18 get at what happens with these underlying lots, and what

19 is developed based on that kind of density.

20              CHAIR BAUGH:  And that's a process we

21 already have scoped and we're heading down the path

22 with, correct?

23              MS. STEIN:  We have that in -- in the

24 mayor's recommended budget.  That is a project that we

25 would be undertaking.
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1              CHAIR BAUGH:  And then we have the pass

2 five (phonetic) around doing easements and scale,

3 correct?  Or am I -- is that the same thing?

4              MS. STEIN:  I think that's the same

5 process.

6              CHAIR BAUGH:  So if we attack that problem,

7 and if you could go back up to your recommendations and

8 then address from that standpoint, we kind of solve

9 the -- then we leave the East side alone.  And does that

10 address more of the items you had listed in the first

11 page?

12              MS. STEIN:  Over where I had the checklist,

13 do you want me to go back to that?

14              CHAIR BAUGH:  So I am trying to see what is

15 going to address more of those issues, because it looks

16 like we're only maybe solving one versus three or four.

17              So demolition of homes is a separate

18 process.  The scale of new development through the lot

19 line --

20              MS. STEIN:  Scale of new development,

21 certainly.  I don't know whether we would want to

22 address the duplexes.  That would be up to the scope of

23 that project.  If we change just the dimensions of a

24 duplex, or the design of the duplex to be more

25 compatible.  We're not considering removing the ability
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1 to do duplexes on corner lots, but instead maybe looking

2 at how they are developed, and what the design is.

3              CHAIR BAUGH:  So I am just trying to get

4 to, we can solve more problems with that than doing an

5 R5 to R7?

6              MS. STEIN:  More of the issues listed on

7 here, certainly.

8              CHAIR BAUGH:  And that still does not

9 prevent coming back and looking at R5 to R7 at a later

10 date.

11              MS. STEIN:  Sure.

12              MR. ZEHNDER:  The single family house

13 project, you will be able to see the results and see

14 which of these issues it resolves.  Our intention is to

15 adjust the size of an infill house you can build, and

16 where that's maybe most acute, from where we have seen

17 in the neighborhoods, is in these situations where you

18 are putting two on what used to be one lot.  And it's

19 adjusting through the skinny lot things.  To have two

20 where there used to be one, and have both of them be

21 larger than expected seems to be part of the heart of

22 what is concerning people.

23              So that project will definitely address

24 that, both the dimensions of the house, and going to

25 come up with some sort of proposals about how to treat
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1 those underlying lots, the skinny lots.

2              MS. STEIN:  But I think the minimum lot

3 width and minimum lot size, I think what we have heard

4 is truth in zoning.  That is a really resonant term,

5 because I think one expects R5 is going to look a

6 certain way, based on 5,000 square feet.  And one

7 expects that R7 is going to look a certain way, based on

8 7,000 square feet.  But if you look at our code today it

9 allows different lots sizes that are significantly

10 smaller than those numbers.

11              So there's this sort of hidden density that

12 I think people are asking for more transparency about

13 what a zone really means.  And having those numbers be

14 clear.  And it could mean just widening the minimum lot

15 width, or enlarging the minimum lot size based on

16 different circumstances.  And having that be more clear,

17 because I think the development of some of these skinny

18 lots has been quite a surprise to neighbors when they

19 fully expect they live in an R5 neighborhood, and that

20 should mean something, and then they see something much

21 smaller.

22              So getting at that truth in zoning issue is

23 really what people are asking for, and I think that

24 would be a fundamental concept built into the scope of

25 this new project.
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1              CHAIR BAUGH:  And the ability to accelerate

2 that would be maybe us requesting from Council to push

3 it a little faster so that it gets some relief to the

4 neighborhood quicker?  I mean, I don't know how quick we

5 can get it done, but --

6              MR. ZEHNDER:  You know, there's no -- I

7 think we're moving expeditiously, so I don't know that

8 the process to go through that is -- can be sped up.

9 The City Council could conceivably ask us to take a look

10 at changing a minimum lot size in a way that could

11 almost -- that could stop skinny lot development for a

12 period of time while the single-family lot project was

13 completed.

14              But that would be a separate sort of

15 ordinance and undertaking, and you would have to bring

16 it back through here.  But it would -- and it would be a

17 way to put a pause on this, if you really wanted to.

18              We need to talk with the city attorney.

19 There is sort of legal issues that are raised with

20 creating lots where you could be perceived to be making

21 them undevelopable, so we would want to research it

22 first.  But really the single-family house project is

23 going to address this, and is supposed to be done with

24 recommendations in 12 months.  And then we're here for

25 however long the hearings take.
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1              There's 155,000 single family properties

2 in the city, so that's part of why we can say we can

3 speed it up, we can speed up the analysis, but that's a

4 lot of folks to -- who are going to be affected by this.

5 So that's part of why we're anticipating the timeline.

6              CHAIR BAUGH:  But I hear a potential kind

7 of solution of maybe we can, as PSC, request Staff, and

8 if we need to write a letter or something, have Council

9 create an ordinance that would, based on the legal --

10 what you find out about legally, if we could pass

11 something as an interim step to then get to the broader

12 issue under the lot line adjustment, I guess, and come

13 back.  So we have a two-step process.

14              And that -- if the first one is legal and

15 we can get through those legal issues and get Council's

16 agreement to then move forward on a separate path, but

17 also have the proposal that is currently in front of

18 Council move forward so we get -- I don't want to say a

19 moratorium, but a pause.  And then come back with a -- a

20 zoning change around design.

21              MR. ZEHNDER:  The Commission could clearly

22 express that point of view and recommendation to the

23 City Council as something separate from what we're

24 talking about.  This change would not get to City

25 Council until later this year, right?
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1              Eric, what is the timing on that?

2              MR. ENGSTROM:  The map changes we're

3 talking about are part of the overall comp plan package,

4 so that goes to Council in the fall.

5              MR. ZEHNDER:  So we will be half done with

6 the single-family house project by that time, too.

7              CHAIR BAUGH:  But we could get to Council

8 before that around an ordinance --

9              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Absolutely you

10 could.  Absolutely you could.

11              CHAIR BAUGH:  And I am kind of back to the

12 first item of using the right tools here, and it seems

13 if we can do that, maybe we get a better solution versus

14 doing a lot of zoning that's not going to -- actually

15 have an impact into the community.

16              I don't know thoughts, but it seems a

17 reasonable approach.  I am just talking about

18 Eastmoreland, specifically.

19              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO.  I think we should

20 have some clarity about what we're talking about.  It

21 seems like you are urging the Commission to move forward

22 independently on Eastmoreland, and request the City

23 Council to that issue.  Is it timing?  Is that what you

24 are suggesting?  I want to understand if we go this way,

25 none of this will be impacted until the comp plan is
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1 adopted and moved on.

2              What I hear you say is an urgency to move

3 on the Eastmoreland-specific project.  Which I don't

4 have a problem with, but I want to understand, what is

5 the urgency?

6              CHAIR BAUGH:  Well, the urgency would be

7 giving the communities some temporary relief from the

8 issues they are facing in the community, and then coming

9 back, if I am understanding it, coming back with the

10 broader zoning package in a year, to 18 months, assuming

11 Council approves the comp plan, and those things.

12              MR. ZEHNDER:  Just to clarify I believe

13 that discussion was around not just the skinny lots or

14 underlying lots that are part of that Eastmoreland

15 proposal.  This would apply citywide, is what I thought.

16 It's sort of -- it's not a moratorium, because

17 technically it doesn't qualify as that, but it's a

18 change that would put a great pause on the development

19 of those lots until new rules were in place, or -- but,

20 once again, I don't know exactly how to do that, or the

21 legalities of it.  But it seems like that could be a

22 possibility.

23              And the tradeoffs are this:  The pace of

24 development and infill would put a chill on that for a

25 period of time.  And, you know, one of the tenents of
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1 housing affordability is just to build housing to

2 increase the supply of housing.  However, I don't

3 know -- I don't want to misrepresent that I even have a

4 sense of the scale of impact of that, but you know,

5 these things -- these things all have implications like

6 that.  All of those do.

7              MS. STEIN:  There's something I had

8 forgotten to mention to you.  The map, I know you can't

9 see it, but this map -- can't see it close up.  The map

10 I put up shows the underlying lots citywide.  So you can

11 see where they are located, and the extent to which

12 those areas are distributed across the city.

13              I couldn't make it into a slide, because

14 it's so tiny.  So you really have to stand right up to

15 the map to see.  But to get a sense of how widespread

16 these concentrations are, and how distributed across the

17 city, this is not an Eastmoreland problem.  This is a --

18 so it's an interesting map, and you might want to take a

19 look at that at the break.

20              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  And just to clarify,

21 could I understand the problems that the community is

22 facing that they need this acceleration?

23              CHAIR BAUGH:  It's up here.  So all I'm

24 saying is can we have, I guess, Staff come back on the

25 26th with an opportunity whether or not we can do that
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1 first part?  If it's feasible.

2              Do you think, Joe, you can get back to us,

3 before we tell you, yes, go ahead and do that?  I don't

4 want to --

5              MR. ZEHNDER:  It would be -- I think, what

6 I would recommend, as you all just debate the interest

7 and merits in that.  If there is a way to do that we

8 would develop some alternatives.  I don't think I can

9 get you an answer by the 26th.  From what I know the

10 backlog is in the city attorney's office right now on a

11 variety of things.

12              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  (No microphone,

13 partially inaudible.)  I am not sure what the

14 conversation around this is, but I don't feel the

15 urgency putting out an ordinance to stop development

16 right now.  So that's my own opinion.  I don't know how

17 the rest of the commissioners feel about that.  I don't

18 feel the need to get an ordinance to stop the

19 development.

20              CHAIR BAUGH:  So back to the

21 recommendation, are you comfortable with changing -- my

22 problem is changing R5 to R7 doesn't do anything, in my

23 view.  I mean, you are mitigating, but you are not

24 solving the problem.  And so I am not really in favor of

25 moving the zoning R5 to R7.
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1              Teresa.

2              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  Just to clarify, we're

3 only talking about Eastmoreland, and then we're going to

4 have recommendations on the other areas, or we're not

5 talking about the other areas?

6              MS. STEIN:  My recommendation would be to

7 affirm the down designation for the other areas where

8 there was a very consistent pattern of R7.  Where it

9 really is simply matching the designation to the lot

10 pattern without the variation.  I think the variation

11 shows up -- variation among lot sizes shows up more in

12 South Burlingame and in Eastmoreland.

13              And our recommendation to you is not to

14 down designate South Burlingame.  But if you choose to

15 down designate in Eastmoreland, I would say contain it

16 to the area covered by the plan district, which is just

17 to 36th, including the lots fronting on 36th, east.

18              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  And then what about

19 Lents and Kenton Portsmouth?

20              MS. STEIN:  We would recommend there,

21 because the down designation simply matches what is

22 already on the ground.  It isn't really changing any

23 development capacity, doesn't remove or reduce any

24 development capacity.

25              CHAIR BAUGH:  Karen.
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1              COMMISSIONER GRAY:  So to Andre's point, if

2 he's saying he doesn't get the point of why we're doing

3 this, and I feel like I have been pretty tuned in for

4 the last half an hour of your conversation, can you

5 summarize again for us why you think this is important

6 for the Commission to follow your recommendation?  Make

7 it very plain and very clear.  Why is it that you are

8 looking at down zoning from R5 to R7 in these areas.

9              No.  No.  No.  The whole megillah, this

10 whole thing here.  I am not pulling out Eastmoreland

11 from this conversation.  You have made a recommendation.

12 I think I get the point.  I am not knowing that

13 everybody is getting the point.  Maybe you can make the

14 point one more time as to why this is important in the

15 redesign of the comp plan for us to do this.

16              MR. ENGSTROM:  Stepping back to the real

17 beginning of this conversation, we were looking at areas

18 that are located farther from centers and corridors, and

19 looking for opportunities to reduce infill pressures

20 there, and align the zoning with the lot pattern that

21 prevails in those areas.  So that, as Deborah said, our

22 approach was fairly consistent in many of those other

23 areas she showed on the map.  And we didn't run into

24 very much ambiguity.

25              Where we ran into ambiguity was in South
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1 Burlingame and East Moreland.  So we have come to a

2 position of several options that we have put on the

3 table, either changing the map for the plan district, or

4 not changing it and relying more on the code changes, or

5 both.

6              But again, the big picture is these are

7 places away from centers and corridors where there's

8 some amount of infill that causes community friction

9 that isn't key to our achieving our growth objectives in

10 the city, because they are farther away from where we

11 need the growth to occur.

12              CHAIR BAUGH:  Are people comfortable with

13 the recommendation except for -- I'm going to pull out

14 Eastmoreland.  But is everybody else comfortable with

15 the other places in terms of the recommendation?

16              MULTIPLE VOICES:  Yes.

17              CHAIR BAUGH:  So Eastmoreland, Burlingame,

18 that's where I am most uncomfortable with the zone

19 change.  But Don?

20              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  The one thing about

21 Eastmoreland that I like is the certainty of the time

22 frame.  I am glad Staff is mentioning code changes and

23 other projects that could get at these kind of conflicts

24 of character in neighborhoods.

25              But we know we can do the zone change
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1 before the end of the year.  Am I accurate when I say

2 before the end of year, or comp plan change?

3              MR. ENGSTROM:  No, because the comp goes

4 through a process of being acknowledged at the State.

5 So the design map -- it's likely that the code project

6 that Joe described will be in effect before the zoning

7 map changes would be because the comp plan is on a

8 slower train, if you will because of State

9 acknowledgment --

10              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  Because of State

11 endorsement.  That's what I needed to understand.

12              But, Eric, it would be through the city

13 process?

14              MR. ENGSTROM:  Correct.  If you all finish

15 your work by July, we believe we could have the City

16 Council finish by the end of the calendar year.

17              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  So that clarifies the

18 timing for me.  Thanks.

19              And the other part of the question is if we

20 go R5 to R7 because of the lack of proximity to

21 corridors and center, and the characteristics of the

22 neighborhood today, how does that address the inherent

23 conflicts that people are seeing in Eastmoreland in

24 terms of infill housing, and it doesn't fit with what's

25 there?  Does it get at that, if we go from R5 to R7?  Is
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1 there more restriction that solves and addresses some of

2 these issues?

3              MR. ENGSTROM:  The development standards

4 are the same.  So you are not going to affect the size

5 of houses.  The only thing you are affecting is the

6 number of lots that are dividable through the standard

7 process.

8              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  Which is a lot.

9 That's a big change.

10              MR. ENGSTROM:  No, it's not a big change,

11 because there's not very many lots that are dividable

12 either way.  The biggest issue -- the biggest

13 opportunity for infill in Eastmoreland is either through

14 ADUs or through these preexisting small lots, the 25 by

15 100, the teardown and replacement, because of the

16 preexisting plat.

17              And that would be affected by change from

18 R5 to R7.  But for the issue that -- the problem is most

19 of those lots are east of 36th, which has more of an R5

20 density.  So it's a little bit of a Catch 22.

21              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  Okay.  That helps a

22 little bit.  Thanks.

23              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  So the ones that make

24 the most sense to me are the ones where you are making

25 it consistent with the underlying zoning.  I do have
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1 discomfort with the ones where -- I guess, Burlingame

2 and Eastmoreland where there's not such a concentration

3 of the 7,000-square-foot lots already.

4              So my tendency would be to pull the

5 Eastmoreland and South Burlingame out of it, and deal

6 with those issues through the code amendment process,

7 and stick with what I believe is the July 2014

8 recommendation.

9              CHAIR BAUGH:  Chris.

10              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  I want to ask the

11 question not asked in a slightly different way and make

12 sure I understand the answer.  If we did go from R5 to

13 R7 in Eastmoreland within the plan district as you

14 suggested, how many opportunities for these skinny lot

15 subdivisions go away because of that transition?

16              MS. STEIN:  Again, it's very hard to

17 quantify, because we see where some of those underlying

18 lots are, but we don't know how many of those could be

19 documented in a way that would allow those lots to be

20 created or reestablished.  So it's a little bit tricky

21 to give you a number.  I think the key --

22              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  -- is there a boundary

23 condition on that?  Is there a worst case?

24              MS. STEIN:  I don't know, but I wanted to

25 just answer in a different way.  The real difference
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1 between R5 and R7 for the lots is the minimum lot size

2 allowed.  And that's because there's a difference for

3 the lots of record between -- 3,000 square feet is the

4 minimum lot size if it's R5 and 4,200 if it's R7.

5              So it would take some tricky math to figure

6 out what that would look like with different -- lots of

7 variation in our estimates based on our lack of

8 understanding of where those lots can be documented or

9 not.  I am sorry that's not a clearer answer.

10              MR. ENGSTROM:  Maybe another way to phrase

11 it is the concentration of those historic lot lines is

12 much more intense east of 36th than it is west of 36th.

13 So if your objective is to use the zoning to reduce that

14 from happening, you are sort of missing the target.  But

15 if you were to extend the zoning tool and down zone the

16 area east of 36th, there's not a logical stopping point.

17 You might as well go all the way to Lents then, because

18 it's all that --

19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Michelle.

20              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  Isn't there a risk of

21 driving more conversions as people try to get ahead of

22 the zoning map change?  So you may be actually driving

23 what we don't want.  I mean, I would want to vest my

24 rights.

25              MR. ENGSTROM:  Usually there is a little
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1 blip in development activity trying to beat the clock.

2              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  That's why -- asking

3 for an ordinance.

4              CHAIR BAUGH:  So what I hear is there's

5 general acceptance, again, for No. 1, and I -- can I say

6 hesitancy for Eastmoreland and Burlingame, or --

7              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  I would say

8 (inaudible).

9              CHAIR BAUGH:  For a zone change?

10              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  Yeah, I'd like to

11 see -- (inaudible).

12              COMMISSIONER RUDD:  To retain the R5 --

13              CHAIR BAUGH:  To retain the R5.  Retain the

14 R5 for South Burlingame.

15              MS. STEIN:  So our recommendation was to

16 not down designate Burlingame.

17              CHAIR BAUGH:  So everybody is okay with

18 that?

19              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  The language gets

20 triple not double.

21              CHAIR BAUGH:  And then for Eastmoreland,

22 are we hesitant to down zone it?

23                    (Inaudible statement, no

24                     microphone.)

25              MS. STEIN:  No. 1 here meant for the other
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1 study areas.  And I was separating out Eastmoreland with

2 the options of -- our recommendation was that if you are

3 down designating, you would go to 36th.  That's one line

4 of homes, the planned district boundary.

5              (Inaudible statement.)

6              MS. STEIN:  Right.  And I can show you the

7 map again so you can see the area of Eastmoreland.  I

8 know this is confusing.

9              (Inaudible statement.)

10              CHAIR BAUGH:  So do we need to vote?  Or is

11 there --

12              MR. ZEHNDER:  It would be best if we got a

13 motion and a vote on this today for clarity.

14              CHAIR BAUGH:  Who's in favor of east of

15 36th, staying current zoning?  East of 36th -- we're --

16              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  So do not down

17 zone?

18              MS. STEIN:  And again --

19              MR. ZEHNDER:  Can we get a motion and a

20 vote?  I think that would be best.  Thank you.

21              (Inaudible).

22              CHAIR BAUGH:  I am going.

23              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  I am going to ask my

24 question again.  No. 1, the July 2014 recommendations

25 did not include any parts of Eastmoreland?
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1              MS. STEIN:  Did not include any parts of

2 Eastmoreland or South Burlingame.  It's the other areas,

3 Lents, et cetera.

4              CHAIR BAUGH:  Is there a motion to amend

5 the current recommendation around Eastmoreland?

6              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  There is.

7              Oh, you want me to state it?  I move we

8 retain the zoning east of 36th Street in -- east of 36th

9 Street, retain the zoning.

10              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  I second.

11              (Inaudible statements.)

12              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  I am saying retain

13 the zoning east of 36th Street.

14              CHAIR BAUGH:  And west of 36th would be, to

15 clarify, to be down zoned?

16              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  That is correct.

17 That's correct.  The motion is specifically east of

18 36th.

19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Is there a second?

20              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  I will second.

21              MR. ZEHNDER:  And clarification, just to be

22 clear, so the west side is R7, the east side the

23 proposal is R5.  The line that Deborah recommended

24 included -- it's both sides of 36th.  So a very small

25 sort of technical thing, but I wanted to be clear.
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1              MR. ENGSTROM:  So another clarifying

2 question, but some of you are talking as if this motion

3 is just dispensing with the area east of 36th, and you

4 are going to have another discussion west.  And some of

5 you are assuming that you are motioning about the whole

6 thing.  And I want to clarify that.

7              CHAIR BAUGH:  I think we're motioning --

8 Howard, is your motion on the whole part of

9 Eastmoreland?

10              COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  No, it is not.

11              CHAIR BAUGH:  Just on east?  On the west

12 part --

13              (Multiple Inaudible Voices.)

14              CHAIR BAUGH:  We're going to do it -- so on

15 the west part of Eastmoreland -- we have to vote on this

16 first.

17              MR. ZEHNDER:  You need a second of that

18 motion.

19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Don seconded.

20              Julie, let's do a vote.  Julie a vote.

21 We're voting on the amendment to east of 36th as to it

22 will retain its current zoning, R7.

23              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Just that --

24              CHAIR BAUGH:  R5.  I am sorry, R5.  R5,

25 it's just on -- we're going to come back and vote on
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1 just the west side.

2              COMMISSIONER ST. MARTIN:  Sorry, to sound

3 so obtuse, but we're going to come back and vote on the

4 west side, and what about, (inaudible, no microphone).

5              (AYE:  Baugh, Gray, Hanson, Houck, Oxman

6 Rudd, Shapiro, Smith, St. Martin, Tallmadge.)

7              CHAIR BAUGH:  The west side motion.

8              COMMISSIONER HANSON:  I move that we change

9 the designation east of 36th -- west -- west of 36th,

10 from R5 to R7 -- (Inaudible Statements, Multiple

11 Voices) -- the plan district which includes the lots

12 that front on the east side of 36th.

13              COMMISSIONER HOUCK:  Second.

14              CHAIR BAUGH:  Discussion?

15              MR. ZEHNDER:  No, we need a separate motion

16 on 1 and 3.

17              (Inaudible Statements, Multiple Voices)

18              CHAIR BAUGH:  So a clarifying question on

19 this, would this include properties within the

20 quarter-mile radius of the transit center?

21              MS. STEIN:  Yes.  Yes --

22              MR. ENGSTROM:  Small number --

23              MS. STEIN:  It's small, and they tend to be

24 the largest lots.

25              CHAIR BAUGH:  They tend to be the largest
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1 lots, of course.

2              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  That forces me to make

3 the point that a quarter mile for walking to transit is

4 conservative, and people will walk farther for higher

5 quality transit, so people will walk a lot more than a

6 quarter mile to this Maxx Station, I'm sure.  So where

7 that radius is, is not a big influence on my vote on

8 this.

9              MR. ZEHNDER:  So, Commissioners, I believe

10 you have a motion and a second on the table.

11              CHAIR BAUGH:  Julie, vote.

12              (AYE:  Gray, Hanson, Houck, Oxman,

13 Shapiro.)

14              (NAY:  Baugh, Rudd, Smith, St. Martin,

15 Tallmadge.)

16              CHAIR BAUGH:  It fails.  So it retains the

17 current zoning.

18              So need a motion on the overall

19 recommendation.

20              ROBERT McCULLOUGH:  I want to make a

21 comment here --

22              CHAIR BAUGH:  There's no public comment,

23 sir --

24              ROBERT McCULLOUGH:  -- you are leading up

25 to litigation.  You have one standard for one part of
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1 the city, and another --

2              CHAIR BAUGH:  -- sir, there's no public

3 comment.

4              ROBERT McCULLOUGH:  There will be legal

5 comment.

6              CHAIR BAUGH:  A motion on the current

7 recommendation, as amended.

8              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  So I move we

9 accept recommendation 1 and 3.

10              UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:  Second.

11              CHAIR BAUGH:  And it would include the

12 motion that was passed earlier -- the amendment passed

13 earlier, correct?  Okay.

14              (Multiple Voices.)

15              CHAIR BAUGH:  Julie.

16              (AYE:  Gray, Hanson -- )

17              (Inaudible, multiple Voices.)

18              CHAIR BAUGH:  Is there a discussion?  I

19 thought we had already discussed it.  Do you want to --

20 is there a discussion?  (Inaudible.)

21              Gary?

22              COMMISSIONER OXMAN:  So what we

23 are doing -- are we leaving unresolved the question what

24 happens on the west side of 36th?

25              CHAIR BAUGH:  No.
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1              COMMISSIONER OXMAN:  So it stays as is?

2              CHAIR BAUGH:  It stays as is --

3              MR. ZEHNDER:  So if I could clarify, I

4 think it's going to be helpful.  So we're going to

5 affirm all of the proposals, other than the Eastmoreland

6 and Burlingame?  And Eastmoreland we're leaving -- you

7 are leaving the current designation, the R5 designation

8 in place for the whole area, east and west?  And for

9 South Burlingame, you are also keeping the R5

10 designation in effect.

11              CHAIR BAUGH:  We're essentially just

12 leaving things as you recommended in July.

13              MS. STEIN:  No --

14              MR. ENGSTROM:  So you departed from the

15 July recommendation with the Eastmoreland discussion,

16 which you already voted on.  But No. 1 there is

17 everything else.

18              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  So I am confused,

19 because I asked the question did the July recommendation

20 include any part of Eastmoreland and you said no.

21              MR. ENGSTROM:  No. 1, does not -- No. 1, as

22 we worded the recommendation, what we meant with No. 1

23 is those other areas stick with the July; then No. 2 was

24 for Eastmoreland we have two choices.

25              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  What was the July
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1 recommendation for Eastmoreland?

2              MR. ENGSTROM:  R7.

3              MS. STEIN:  No, up to 36th, but stopping in

4 the center line of 36th.  So we modified that a little

5 bit by saying move one lot farther east.

6              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  So if we applied the

7 same analytic criteria to Eastmoreland west of 36th that

8 we are to the rest of the July recommendation, we would

9 go to R7 there?

10              MR. ENGSTROM:  No.  That's why we brought

11 this to you, is because the map is much more ambiguous

12 in Eastmoreland.  And those red and blue colors, the

13 idea was that red are blocks that are predominantly R7,

14 and the blue are blocks that are predominantly R5.  And

15 in all those other areas it was much more clearcut.  In

16 Eastmoreland, there was a mix of both of those patterns.

17              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  I am back with the

18 program.  Thank you.

19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Other discussion?

20              (No response.)

21              CHAIR BAUGH:  Julie.

22              (AYE:  Baugh, Gray, Hanson, Houck, Oxman,

23 Rudd, Shapiro, Smith, St. Martin, Tallmadge.

24              CHAIR BAUGH:  Yes.  The motion passes.

25              Next item, Economic Elements.
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1              MR. ENGSTROM:  Actually, we have one other

2 residential density, and this one I hope will be

3 clearcut, and we will get through it quickly.  But there

4 was a request in Concordia that we want to quickly go

5 through.  And I will move as fast as I can, so we can

6 get to a recommendation.

7              So you heard testimony from Concordia that

8 was a little bit analogous to the Eastmoreland

9 testimony, except for in Concordia you have zoning of R5

10 and R2.5, and you have a larger extent of these

11 preplatted 25-by-100-foot lots.  So in this case the

12 neighborhood didn't take a position, but some residents

13 requested either R5 or R7, and less R2.5.  It's in

14 response to narrow houses being built.

15              And I am just going to show you a couple

16 slides of houses on 25-by-100 lots, essentially, in

17 Concordia.  And the house on the right in this example

18 is more of a typical house in Concordia.  There's a lot

19 of small bungalows.  Another example, this one has an

20 alley, so it doesn't have a front garage.  Another quick

21 example.  Again, the house on the left is more typical

22 to is in Concordia.  A variety of architectural

23 approaches, as you can see.

24              This is a map showing the area, and we're

25 located between two neighborhood centers.  The
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1 neighborhood center on the right is 142nd Avenue at

2 Killingsworth, and the center on the left is the Alberta

3 Center there.  And what you have here in blue are the R5

4 lots that are platted at 25-by-100-foot plats, and the

5 orange, which is a little harder to see on this map, but

6 it's between Killingsworth and Alberta, is 25-by-100

7 platted, also.  But it's zoned R2.5.

8              And then I have shown you the X in the

9 middle is the grocery store at New Seasons there, and

10 the purple dotted line is the frequent transit line that

11 cuts through the area.  So this area, just for

12 background, was zoned R2.5 in the Albina Community Plan

13 between Killingsworth and Alberta.  And generally, R2.5

14 is a buffer between the neighborhood, and the more

15 intensive mixed-use zones.  And that's a typical pattern

16 found throughout the city.

17              This map shows you where the R2.5 zoning is

18 located throughout the city, and you can see it

19 straddles a lot of the corridors, or is between

20 corridors where they are close together.  So Sunnyside,

21 for example, between Hawthorne and Belmont is a similar

22 situation as Concordia, which is between Alberta and

23 Killingsworth.  It's a situation where there's two

24 corridors closer to where that R2.5 essentially comes

25 together.  I outlined Concordia in the dotted line at
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1 the top of the screen, so you know where it's located.

2              Service analysis in this situation, it's

3 important to note that there are very few service

4 deficiencies here.  This is -- it's not in an

5 environmentally sensitive area or flood plane.  It has

6 sewer and water service.  It does not have significant

7 traffic issues, at least from a capacity point of view.

8              There's a few unimproved streets, but not

9 to the extent you would see in outer Southeast or

10 Southeast, and a very high percentage of the

11 neighborhood has access to frequent transit.

12              Housing supply context, this chart was in

13 our Housing Background Report, and it's also in a number

14 of other Staff reports.  But it's our way of explaining

15 and connecting the dots between the different household

16 types in the city, and the different housing types we

17 have.

18              And the thing to remember about this is

19 that different housing types serve different household

20 types, depending on their size and affordability.  And

21 this diagram shows what is affordable to different

22 groups.  So to give you an example, the only housing

23 type, housing type G, that is affordable to anyone in

24 the city is the SRO, small studio apartment style.

25              In contrast, like the high-rise towers or
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1 the large lot detached homes are only affordable to the

2 highest income groups without any kind of cost burden.

3 So we use this kind of matrix to assess whether our comp

4 plan is providing enough housing of the right type for

5 the different income groups, and family size groups.

6              One of the things to note when we look at

7 this is that we have talked a lot about affordable

8 housing, and we're not -- our current comp plan is not

9 yet providing an easy path for those lower income

10 groups, or for entry level homeownership.  And, in fact,

11 with our down designations in East Portland and some of

12 the ones you just talked about, even though they might

13 be in the right places for down designations, they are

14 not necessarily high amenity areas.

15              But they are reducing the supply of

16 affordable single family and more affordable apartment

17 buildings where we have reduced the R2 zoning in East

18 Portland.  And that may be okay, because we don't want

19 that development in East Portland, but citywide we have

20 reduced that supply.

21              So it's really important to pay attention

22 to this R2 and 2.5 zoning, because that's the zoning

23 that provides the housing types that are most accessible

24 to those household groups and income groups.  So with

25 that in mind, what we're talking about is --
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1              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  Are there numbers

2 attached to these groups?  Is Group 1 millionaire, and

3 Group -- I don't quite get it.

4              MR. ENGSTROM:  We have that in the Housing

5 Background Report.  Group 1 is essentially very low

6 income.  Group 8 is -- I forget the exact cutoff, but

7 it's over 100,000 a year for household income.  So

8 there's -- you can kind of figure it out.  Group 5 or 6

9 is median income.

10              So for R2.5 and R2 groups, you are talking

11 about plexes or small lot detached or attached.  And

12 those are the lowest -- the least costly homeownership

13 opportunities we have in the city.  Because if you move

14 to the larger lots, you got get more expensive, larger

15 lots you are buying.  And if you go to higher density,

16 you are into a different construction type.

17              So just to use household Group 6, for

18 example, they make $60,000 to $75,000 of annual income.

19 And a typical Group 6 might be two adults with

20 school-age children, one working full time and one

21 part-time.  These small lot, single-family houses or

22 attached houses are really the only option, if they want

23 to own a home, if they want to have some ground for a

24 yard, and if they want to avoid being cost burdened.  So

25 that's why we're looking carefully at the supply of R2
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1 and R2.5 zoning.

2              So I think our argument here is it's very

3 important for this scale of zoning to exist for

4 affordability, but there are a variety of forms it could

5 take.  So the form we saw pictures of was this detached

6 skinny houses.  But you can have, at the same density, a

7 whole variety of other housing types.  And we heard

8 testimony from Concordia that they weren't necessarily

9 against density.  What they were concerned about was the

10 form of the skinny houses.

11              So for example, these are at the same

12 density, they just happen to be pairs attached to each

13 other, rather than detached.  Or you can also do

14 cottage-type housing, which we have seen in Concordia,

15 as well, or accessory dwelling units, as another option.

16              So our recommendation in Concordia is to

17 not down zone the R2.5 or R5 areas.  But like

18 Eastmoreland, we believe there is a code solution that

19 would look at what are the appropriate forms in the R2.5

20 zone, through this single-family project.  And that's

21 the Staff recommendation to this particular request.

22              CHAIR BAUGH:  Discussion.  Chris?

23              COMMISSIONER SMITH:  So this is not an

24 issue with underlying old plats.  This is the actual

25 zoning, and that people are having problems with the
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1 zone design type?

2              MR. ENGSTROM:  In R2.5 it's both.  There's

3 underlying plats, and it's zoned for 2500-square-foot

4 lots.  So it's both.

5              CHAIR BAUGH:  Other discussion?

6              Are we okay with the recommendation?  I

7 think we're good.

8              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  I did have a

9 question, sorry, about -- just as a point of reference,

10 why didn't you discuss infrastructure in relation to

11 Eastmoreland, or did we discuss that at our July 2014 in

12 terms of access to --

13              MR. ENGSTROM:  We did provide the same

14 infrastructure on that in our Staff Report.  And

15 Concordia has better -- fewer constraints than

16 Eastmoreland.

17              COMMISSIONER TALLMADGE:  Okay.

18              MR. ENGSTROM:  But not a huge difference.

19              CHAIR BAUGH:  Okay.  We're okay with it.

20 Thanks.

21                    (Proceedings concluded at 1:15 p.m.)

22

23

24

25
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1    STATE OF OREGON  )

2                     )ss

3    COUNTY OF YAMHILL)

4

5             I, Deborah L. Cook, RPR, Certified Shorthand

6  Reporter in and for the State of Oregon, hereby

7  certify that at said time and place I reported in

8  stenotype all testimony adduced and other oral

9  proceedings had in the foregoing hearing; that

10  thereafter my notes were transcribed by computer-aided

11  transcription by me personally; and that the foregoing

12  transcript contains a full, true and correct record of

13  such testimony adduced and other oral proceedings had,

14  and of the whole thereof.

15             Witness my hand and seal at Dundee, Oregon,

16  this 25th day of November, 2015.

17

18

19

20                          DEBORAH L. COOK, RPR
                         Certified Shorthand Reporter

21                          OREGON CSR #04-0389
                         CALIFORNIA CSR #12886

22                          WASHINGTON CSR #2992

23

24

25
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Page Policy Comments

GP3-27 3.1 …pedestrian and bicycle connections, greenways as well as off-street trail connections to, through, and from residential neighborhoods. 

Explanation: It is important that the SW Urban Trails be classified as greenways where people are walking in streets with no sidewalks.  We seek to have traffic 

calming and 20 mph speed limits as provided by the greenway designation for these routes.   The through addition refers to the need for pedestrian 

connections between neighbors to avoid long drives where a short walk would suffice if safe, walkable connections existed.  

3.103 Develop Pedestrian Oriented Greenways and enhance the Western Neighborhoods distinctive system of trails to increase safety, expand mobility…..

GP4-6 4.4

Integrate natural and green infrastructure such as trees, green spaces, ecoroofs, gardens, green walls, and vegetated stormwater management systems, into 

the urbanenvironment in a manner that does not increase the risk of wildfire.

4.6

Promote building and site designs that enhance the pedestrian experience with windows, entrances, pathways, and other features that provide connections 

to and between  the street environment.

Explanation: In SW Portland, it is important to provide connections through the neighborhoods, not just to the activity centers.  Such connections foster 

neighbor to neighbor access that are missing in a typical wheel and spoke approach of connecting to activity centers. 

4.8 Encourage the continued use of alleys for parking access while preserving pedestrian access. Expand the number of alley-facing accessory dwelling units.

GP4-13 Dsn w/

…. reduction of landslide, wildfire and flooding risks, protection or enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat, and opportunities for Portlanders to enjoy 

naturein their daily lives.

Nature

GP5-9 5.25 MFI is not defined in the text, explain it. 

GP5-13 5.54

This draft does not add provisions to allow more intense use of our existing housing stock by suggesting removing limits on numbers of families or unrelated 

persons that can live in a house.   I think this should be examined as a way of significantly increasing our housing stock. 

GP7-9 7.11.h

In my view and experience, the risk of wildfire extends well beyond the urban forest.  This plan does not focus sufficient attention to the prevention of 

wildfire in urban neighborhoods.  Too much emphasis on the green infrastructure without balancing that with wild fire prevention in terms of vegetation 

near structures, building materials, etc.  Policy makers should review the 1951 Forest Park Fire, the 1991 Berkley-Oakland Ca fire that destroyed 3000 + 

structures to see what wildfire can do if proper prevention measures are not taken.  With the advent of global warming, we face a 
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GP8-7 8.H

The City manages its natural areas and urban forest to protect unique urban habitats, prevent wildfire and offer Portlanders an opportunity to connect with 

nature.  

GP8-16 8.51

Plan, improve, and maintain the citywide trail system so that it connects and improves access to and  through  Portland’s neighborhoods, commercial areas, 

employment centers, schools, parks, natural areas, recreational facilities, regional destinations, the regional trail system, and other key places that Portlanders 

access in their daily lives.  

Explanation: In SW Portland, it is important to provide connections through the neighborhoods, not just to the activity centers.  Such connections foster 

neighbor to neighbor access that are missing in a typical wheel and spoke approach of connecting to activity centers. 

GP8-17 8.55 Coordinate the planning and improvement of  pedestrian and bicycle trails as part of the City Greenways system

Explanation: It is important that the SW Urban Trails be classified as greenways where people are walking in streets with no sidewalks.  We seek to have traffic 

calming and 20 mph speed limits as provided by the greenway designation for these routes. 

GP8-22 8.93 Add: Recognize that pedestrian and bicylcle trails are also key components of the transportation network. 

GP8-24 8.111A Add Policy to state: Ensure that public schools allow public pedestrian and bicycle access  across school property due to the super block size of the facilities. 

GP8-24 8.116 Encourage collaboration with private schools and educational institutions to support community, transportation and recreational use of their facilities.

Explanation: Using Lewis & Clark as an example, the pedestrian trail through their campus is a key link between the Willamette River and the rest of the SW 

community.  

GP8-24 8.117

Maintain and enhance the City’s technology and communication facilities to ensure public safety, facilitate access to information,state of the arrt 

communication systems  and maintain City operations.

GP9-1 Guide the location and design of new street, pedestrian, bicycle and trail infrastructure.
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GP9-10 9.14 Encourage repurposing street segments that are not critical for transportation connectivity to other public community purposes.

9.15

Promote street and trail alignments and designs that respond to topography and natural features, when feasible, and protect streams, wildlife habitat, and 

native trees.  

9.16

Encourage walking as the most attractive mode of transportation for most short trips, within neighborhoods and to centers, corridors, and major destinations, 

and as a means for accessing transit.  

9.17 Create, sign, and document more complete networks of pedestrian facilities, and improve the quality of the pedestrian environment.

GP9-14 Sys Mgt Portland’s transportation system is an integrated network of roads, rails, trails, sidewalks, bicycle paths, and other facilities within and through the city.

Add:  Make the pedestrian and bicycle networks easily followed and well mapped. 

Explanation: The SW Urban Trails System has not been visible to planners and therefore has often been neglected when new development has been 

authorized.  We seek a clear overlay of the entire Urban Trail System, and identified as neighborhood greenways.  Same applies to bicycle oriented 

neighborhood greenways. 
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LP-5 SM-10 

Fanno/Tryon Drainage Shoulder Improvements.  It is imperative that both of these projects and any similar subsequent project include a provision that an 

extended (didened) shoulder be provided for pedestrian, mobility defices and bicycle safety.  Federal studies show such low cost improvements (15% of full 

sidewalks) result in 80% of the safety results of full sidewalks.  This is a way of making our limited transportation dollars yeild much greater returns to a 

much larger segment of the poplulatin.  

LP-6 SM-13 

Stephens Creek Stormwater System Improvements. Add:  Coordinate all actions with PBOT to assure the street, trail and other transportation needs are met 

concurrently.  

Wilson HS Zoning

Of particular concern is the current IR zoning for Wilson HS.  It was put in place in 1997 as part of the Hillsdale Town Center Plan.  It came with the 

assurance by the Planning Bureau that a detail  plan for the campus would be jointly developed by the Hillsdale Neighborhood and PPS.  After almost 20 

years no such plan has been accomplished amd no such plan is on the horizon.  Meanwhile, the campus has had a number of significant changes that we 

have had no opportunity to comment on or influence in any manner.   We request the Wilson HS zoning be reset as residential 7 as it was before 1997 until 

after the sucessful completion of a campus plan we can support.   
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From: BPS Comprehensive Plan Testimony
To: Engstrom, Eric
Subject: Fw: mas response to: DEMOLITION/ASBESTOS CONCERNS POSTED ON NEXTDOOR: SUNNYSIDE
Date: Monday, February 6, 2017 10:37:48 AM

From: Moore-Love, Karla
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2016 6:42 PM
To: BPS Comprehensive Plan Testimony
Subject: FW: mas response to: DEMOLITION/ASBESTOS CONCERNS POSTED ON NEXTDOOR:
SUNNYSIDE
 
 
From: Schwab Mary Ann [mailto:e33maschwab@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:02 PM
To: Moore-Love, Karla <Karla.Moore-Love@portlandoregon.gov>
Cc: Kincaid Maryhelen <jamasu88@msn.com>; Molinaro, Michael <molinaroarchitect@gmail.com>;
Commissioner Saltzman <dan@portlandoregongov.onmicrosoft.com>; Grumm, Matt
<Matt.Grumm@portlandoregon.gov>; Pellegrino, Martha
<Martha.Pellegrino@portlandoregon.gov>; McCullough, Robert <Robert@mresearch.com>; Jordan
Tony <twjordan@gmail.com>
Subject: mas response to: DEMOLITION/ASBESTOS CONCERNS POSTED ON NEXTDOOR: SUNNYSIDE
 
 
Good Morning Karla, et al:
 
Kindly enter my email into the official Comp Plan 2035 testimony and share hard-copies with
City Council.  
 
In addition, I am hereby requesting Commissioner Dan Saltzman instruct Martha Pellegrino's
Team to take this serious public health issue related to flying asbestos and lead paint dust in
the air to Governor Brown's attention.   
SB 705 Asbestos Rule-Making Requirement mandating survey PRIOR to a residential
demolition continues to be blindsided when it comes to beautiful treasured turn-of-the-century
bungalows constructed in
Mixed Commercial zones; e.g., along SE Division, SE Hawthorne Blvd., and SE Belmont?    
 
Take for example:
 
Four Stories Proposed to Replace 1909 Hawthorne Home ...
www.portlandchronicle.com/four-stories-replace-106-year-old-hawthorn...

Jan 14, 2015 - Demolition Confirmed for 1909 Hawthorne Home, Protest Today ...
Theproperty is located at 3423 SE Hawthorne Blvd. in the Sunnyside
neighborhood. ... A sign on on the house reads “Hawthorne Monkey Tail
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Apartments.”.
 
I have been told, that Developer's sub-Contractor was not required to notify immediate
property owners when to expect their dumpster to arrive,
giving a seven (7) day notice -- via a door-hanger.  Nor was their Demolition Permit posted on
or near the site.   Did I fail to mention, located next door to a open patio, where patrons sat
eating meals?
 
Nor was this Developer's sub-Contractor required to issue protective eye/face masks, leather
gloves for their demolition crews.  So at what point does OSHA come into play here to protect
day-labors paid minimum wages, without health benefits?
 
I am hopeful that DRAC stakeholders will join forces with Martha Pellegrino's efforts when
lobbying both the State of Oregon and the city of Portland to close the gap between citizen
complaint calling for DEQ Inspectors completing their survey and BDS requesting DEQ
documentation, prior to issuing the Developer a demolition permit regardless of the ZONE(S)
existing.   
 
As always,
Mary Ann Schwab, Community Advocate
605 SE 38th Avenue
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 236-3522
 
***
 
Demolition/Asbestos concerns1d ago

Ben Peterson from North Richmond

Hi everyone - 
A few homes adjacent to us have been slated for demolition and development (on 44th and
Hawthorne). Although demolition is inevitable, my wife and I are concerned about the proper
inspection and removal of asbestos from the two homes before they are knocked down. As the
Oregonian has reported (http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index...), a ton of homes have been
leveled with no inspection for hazardous fibers and, consequently, no regard for the safety of the
neighborhood. 

Does anyone have experience checking in on developers and their process of demolition? Or who
we might contact to ensure that the developers follow safe protocol? 

Thanks neighbors! 
Ben
Shared with North Richmond + 7 nearby neighborhoods in General

THANK  REPLY 6  

View all 6 replies
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Ted Mittelstaedt from North Richmond1d ago

Ben,

If you see them bagging stuff they are probably following removal practices. Particularly if they
have respirators. The usual handling method in Portland for demolitions is to pull up
a dumpster and toss the stuff in, no bagging.

Incidentally, the siding in most Portland homes is asbestos-impregnated and most
homeowners insurance companies won't write a policy anymore on homes with it, so they have
to tear off and re-side in many cases to sell the home. (well, you CAN buy a policy but if you
don't tell them about it and give them a chance to turn you down, they won't pay for asbestos
cleanup after a fire)

Most flooring tile until -very recently- is asbestos impregnated.

The reality is that if they don't grind the stuff and produce dust your going to be fine. Most jobs
with a lot of asbestos contamination are when people try sanding the stuff off and then get in
there with a plain old shop vac and clean up. Then after they have pumped the house full of
asbestos fiber dust they insulate the heck out of the house and seal and caulk and seal and
caulk and put in double paned windows to guarantee that the dust is going to stay in the house
for years.

You might think old homes are cold and drafty but our ancestors that built them that way
weren't complete idiots and knew a thing or two about comfortable living spaces IMHO.

The way the abatement companies do it is they go room by room, seal each room off and
attach a sealed vac to the room and put the room under negative pressure, then do whatever
they can when they are removing the stuff to avoid cutting it or breaking it - and the stuff goes
directly into bags - they also use a vaporizer and buckets of water to wipe down everything
while they are prying it up. And of course the workers are going to be in bunny suits with
masks.

Truthfully, even if they do it absolutely wrong, the biggest danger is to the people buying the
homes, not to the neighborhood. There's a lot of hysteria out there generated by people who
want to make teardowns difficult but I doubt you can find a case of asbestoses in the literature
that was caused by an improper teardown down next door.
.

Thank Flag
mariah thanked Ted

Kelly Fisher from North Richmond20h ago

Hi Ben, I actually reported the guy on 48th who was featured in the Oregonian article. My
concern at the time was more lead than asbestos but apparently the samples tested by the
state were full of both. I called everyone: DEQ (in charge of asbestos), OSHA (bc of the
unprotected workers), the CCB (in charge of lead for state), and the EPA, and I think they all
sent someone out, and from what I've heard they worked together in the
investigation/prosecution. In my experience OSHA is quickest to respond, CCB usually can't
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get out til the next day, EPA can take forever but has the biggest sticks, so I'd call as soon as it
looks like there might be trouble. For lead, be super concerned if you see open flame being
used to soften paint for removal, electric sanding, or it looks like they're creating dust or not
containing their mess with tarping and such. I'm less informed about asbestos but my CCB guy
tells me it's commonly in plaster and sheetrock, so if you see that getting demolished and not
being contained be concerned.

Thank Flag
Andrea and Ben thanked Kelly

Nancy Matela from Inner Mount Tabor20h ago

Demolition contractors are supposed to have a testing certificate telling them what needs to be
specially bagged after testing is completed. Ask them for it. And report them to DEQ if they
don't have it. The State is over burdened with enforcement but they need to hear from us when
procedures are not followed. When the Woodstock New Season demolition was going on, I
knocked on the construction office door and asked them for it. Surprised the heck out of them.
but they had it.

Thank Flag
Ben thanked Nancy
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